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Bluck tory Month Closes
With Syrnpositrm On U.S. And Africa
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Dr. Ronald Walters, a profes-
sor in the Department of Political
Science at Howard University,
delivered the keynote address at
a symposium on "U.S. Foreign
Policy and South Africa" which
was held on February 25, in the
Faculty Lounge at 155 East 24th
Street from 12:30 - 3:00 p.m. This
event, the final one scheduled for
Blact History Month, was spon-
sored by the Office of the Dean
of Students, the Black and His-
panic Studies Department, and
the Black and Hispanic Student
Coalition.
Other speakers included Dr.
.Tom· Karis, . Chairman of.
Qt:u. C~...n..~AR:h1lfLewinof
• " d. -.~~.,. ,1'"~l'i::":JI:"- ~/~~:..... ~\:':'.'.'~<'-.". ." . -'.
- -, - -tfle~if#iteBt~:aDd'~'
panic Studies at~aiuch College,
.~q_.. ~~t~1\s.~~!'y'm~n· Roger
Green who repeeseats. the 57th
Congressional District located in
Brooklyn. Professor Harrison
Tucker, Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Black and Hispanic Stud- demnation 'by the present gov-
ies at Baruch acted as the. moder- ernment."
ator. "South Africa is also develop-
"The subject of South Africa is ing a closed nuclear system,"
a very important topic," said Dr. Dr. Walters said.lt has access to
Walters, as he traced the his- its own supply of uranium as wen
torical importance of that region as its own uranium enrichment
to the superpowers, particularly plant. A 1pOOO megawatt nuclear
the United States and the Soviet reactor is. now in operation there
Union. Dr. Walters who is also with another scheduled to come
chairman of the board of Trans- on stream in 1983. With present
AFRICA Forum (a Black Amer- nuclear capability it is possible to
ican lobby for Africa and the Ca- produce "400-600 nuclear bombs
ribbean), pointed out that South each year."
Africa is important for strategic "Talk, talk, fight; talk, talk"
reasons because of its contiguity fight," Dr. WaIters went on, has.
to the Middle East, South-East been the negotiating style of
Asia.. and the Indian Ocean, It is South Africa with regard to the
also valuable for its large mineral independence.of Namibia (South
resources. West Africa)" which' has allow.ed
~·~We~~_~#!,=~t".-J)r... " .~;-~~~.JJ.).,~.·J:..:_.·.~~At~.,..~· .'~.~.";".:
.w~:,·sa:id;::;c·~~~~.tbe ····d~spifif: .' ,:,o_~:or~~'Uft1fecr::?
pol~' of 'the 'R~aga~ administra- Nations. The fact thatthe United /"7 c1\.'{,,: ,'.}:::t-\:: ''G!,
tion towar-ds that -country, StaresvGreatBriral», Canada•
Wber-eas past administrations France and West Germany, aU
publicly denounced apartheid "have something at stake in the
while surrepticiously supporting political framework of Namibia,"
it, there has been no open con- Continued Oft page 3
.Bar-uch Bookstore Robbed.
:i
way it has been done in the
past. ,.
Currently, the registrar's office
is busy certifying enrollments,
updating transcripts to include
Fall 1981 grades. recording
grade changes, resolving mcom-
pletes, and handling other paper-
work. Also, registration plans
and course booklets foe summer
session are being prepared. as
well as plans for Fall 1982 regis-
tration.
McCarthy also plans to evalu-
'ate the scheduling grid to see if
any changes can be made. He
feels pre-registration can be use-
ful and, when handled properly,
can be •'profitable." Pre-
- registration is not profitable.
McCarthy explains. when stu-
dents are given the opportunity
to register ahead of time. and
then decide to change' their pro-




The post of registrar, vacant since January 6 when Louis D.
Riccardi resigned after three days, was filled on February 22
when Thomas P. McCarthy reported to work. McCarthy
originally had applied for the position when it was advertised
in the Fall of 1981.
8y Susan Cuccinello
Riccardi, whose career may be
the shortest in Baruch history.
cited the college's "antiquated"
registration system and a lengthy
commute as reasons for his de-
parture, His resignation left the
college without an official regis-
trar ·for. six weeks.
McCarthy. a 4O-year old resi-
dent of New Jersey, also has a
lengthy commute, but does not
see this as a deterrent. And al-
though he sees room for im-
provement in the registration
system. 'he does not see it 'as a
lost cause..
During his first week, McCar-
thy spent much time getting ac-
quainted with faculty and staff.
and with Baruch as a whole.
McCarthy is encouraging his
staff to "take stock in what they
are doing, and why they are. do-
ing it ••• since he feels it is not
good to follow a routine proce-
dure •:simply. because that's the
keting at the Brennan College
Bookstore Service, the parent
company of the Baruch College
Bookstore, said. "I'rn sure that
it WClS substantial, as it was the
second week of school.". • , , . •• ,4. ~ . . . '
hand at the time of the robbery.
Halsey neither acknowledged
that the robbery ever occurred,
nor will he disclose any informa-
tion regarding the financial loss.










"There is 110 SIIdt dHlIIlIS.• vktilllle'ss crt...., Above: .loIated cash register in col-.
lege boobtore.
The Baruch College Bookstore
was robbed Wednesday. Febru-
ary 10 at approximately 1:30
p.m., The Ticker recently
learned. George Halsey. the
Bookstore manager. reported the
incident to the Security Office at
Baruch and then to the police. No
one was hurt. there is no evi-
dence available as to possible
suspects. and the amount stolen
has not yet been determined.
According to Detective DiSaba-
to of the 13th Precinct, one of the
cashiers, who was not identified,
was so terrified over the robbery
that she did not report to work
for a week and would not look at
mug shots. He is currently
investigating all viable leads and
is asking anyone- with any infor-
mation concerning the robbery to
call him at 477-7443.
Richard Dillon, Chief of Secur-
ity, who has been at Baruch for
the past one and a half years,
said. "The level of this type of
incident is very rare. Since I've
been here, this has been the
third incident involving a weapon
. or a robbery."
The amount that was stolen is
still unknown. as the Bookstore
has yet to determine the total
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Congratulation, Guys
We at The Ticker wish to congratulate the men's basketball team on a fine season. For the
past two seasons they have been the pride of Baruch College athletics. The entire college
should be proud of their achievements. They exemplified teamwork, class and dedication.
Not once did they give up as proven by their tremendouds second half record throughout the
CUNY tournament. We are all looking forward to next season; there is little doubt that next
year, the Baruch College Statesmen will be bringing home the Dutch Shoe.
compete with the financial re-
.sources of big business and gov-
.ernment. The $2.00 is refundable
. " ,anyway. .
As a former member and Pub-
lic Relations Representative" for
NYPIRG at Queensboro Com-
munity College, I can say
from my personalexperienc that
most students knew noth ing
about NYPIRG and were ap-
palled when they found out that
they were being forced to pay
$2.00 for this tiling at regis-tra-
tion.
The crux of the matter is this:
should Baruch, or any other uni-
versity alIow any group to force
political contributions on its stu-
dent body? I am curious to know
how the student body would re-
act to similar proposals made by
students representing the "Peo-
ple's Communist Party" or "The
Moral Majority." They too,
strongly believe that they are 4lC-
ting in the "public interest" and
can surely use the money to op-
pose the. financial resources of
government and big business.
If Nader's Little Raiders want
to embark on their altruistic cru-
sades, they should do so at their
own expense. If they want a so-
cial or academic (apolitical) club.
they should apply for a budget
through the school. cornensurate
to its current membership•. as <10
all t~~e Qualified cl ubs iTn any
case. they cannotpass! ..,.
Sincerely.
Joseph .Andretta,. V.P. Finance/
EcoSociety
Edmund Unneland
leave us with a stagnant, govern-
ment-hamstrung economy.
Ms. Reichel expresses the
opinion that those who vote
against the referendum would be
imposing their will on the rest.
This is a superficial interpreta-
tion of the facts. Those who vote
·'no'· on the NYPIRG referen-
dum do not say. that those who
want to contribute to a PIRG can-
not do so. They DO say that tile
group should not be able to un-
- derhandedly receive money from
those who are apathetic on this
Issue.
In addition, this surcharge
would give to ON E student or-
g~nization an amount of money
close to. or greater than !20.000.
This would give it more money
than that now going to the vast
majority of student organizations
on campus. While PIRGs do
some beneficial things. I do not
think they have demonstrated the
overwhelming need to necessi-
tate this surcharge for members
of the institution.
If there is anyone who feels as
I do. or who just wants more
information. please call me at ex-
tension 7149.
Dear Editor: ,..
I. write to state my opposition
to the proposed surcharge in the
Student Activity Fee that is
meant to fund a chapter of 'the
New York Public Interest Re-
search Group.
My opposition is based on two
poin ts of contention. The first
concerns its political leanings.
While it is not affiliated with a
particular party. it is a significant
source of intelIectual ammunition
for the liberal and leftist sectors
of public opinion. The second
point is that this mode of fund-
ing, while refundable, would al-
low NYPIRG to amass money
from many students that are apa-
thetic on this issue. This money
would not ordinarily go into the
coffers of this organization but
for the de facto coercive nature of
this new surcharge.
NYPIRG has consistently
worked aga inst a free- rnarket
economy in this state. They have
often gone into court to sue un-
der the discredited theories of
judicial activism. (namely, that
every question of public policy
that has failed to bring solutions
in the political arena must be
solved in the courts). The logical





I would like to contribute to the
editorial debate over the NYPIRG
. issue. by offering some personal
revelations as a former member
at another campus. Before con-
tinuing this discussion. it is first
necessary to clarify the status of
NYPIRG according to its deeds
and not its claims.
Quite clearly, NYPIRG is a
political organization, by the nar-
rowest sense of the word. It
organizes rallies, marches, and ac-
tively lobbies our elected officials
- over the most controversial
issues facing the nation today ,
incl uding nuclear powe r , eco-
nomic policy, the U.S. military,
to name only a few examples.
As an American. I can appre-
ciate the right of those of differ-
ing opinion to voice their views.
The issue goes beyond this.
First, I am fearful of -any small
political _persuasion that believes
it has the right to claim "public"
representation while, in fact. be-
ing merely an outspoken minor-
ity. Secondly. I am emphaticalIy
opposed to the $2.00 NYPIRG
TAX added to student fees at the
campuses where the club is es-
tablished. This action provides fi-
nancial support of a political or-
ganization without the knowledge
and consent of the contributors.
gives preferential. budget treat-
ment to such a group on campus,
and is a blatant rip-off!
The rebu ttal to these charges
would probably go something















For one reason or another, it has become fashionable around Baruch College to .question
the importance and effectiveness of student government. It is often said that this elected
body is weak and inept. However, most students are unaware of the functions of the Day
Session Student Government. They are also unaware of the problems with which the
O.S.S.G. is confronted.
It is extremely unfortunate that a college as large as Baruch possesses a student body
.which, for the most part, Is ignorant as to what goes on around them and what their student
representatives are doing on their behalf. While it is the function of government to provide
for the needs of its constituents, it is the responsibility of the student body, or constituency,
to inform its elected representatives of its desires and problems. .
A student government is only as strong as students make it. Therefore, students are urged
to openly show support of the present studerit government. It is not much to -ask that
students attend government meetings which are held, conveniently enough, during club
hours. These meetings, at times, are also attended by college administrators. This would ap-
pear to be the best time to show the administration of the college that we are united as
students. It is also the best way to learn what government is doing.
This year's student government is making every effort to increase student awarements. As
a symbol of their knowledge and desire to increase student awareness, there appears on page
12 of this newspaper an open lletter from D.S.S.G. President Sal Cheda encouraging
students to participate in the activities of its government. We are all aware of what little free
time we actually have as students; however, it would be extremely beneficial to one's educa-
tion if he or she could find the time to attend at least one or two government meetings, if for.
no other reason than to learn how agovernment operates. Familiarizing oneself with the
names and faces of-the student representatives may also be beneficial if, at some future date,
you find it necessary to call upon them for help.
Granted, we all have different objectives in mind when attempting to improve our
academic environment, but such conflicts are bound to arise among people of diverse
backgrounds. It is these conflicts which make student government a necessity.
Instead of knocking student government, why not participate and perhaps institute
changes. If you have a problem which you feel administrators are unwilling or unable to
help you with, bring it to the people who are supposed to represent your interests. You can-
not expect help if you remain silent.
No one is claiming that the present government has all the answers to all the problems.
Thev themselves have many problems oftheir own. In many instances their hands are tied by
administrative red tape and protocol. However, the important thing to remember is that
these students cared enough to get involved in the first pIace; furthermore, they are making
an effort to reach you directly. Respond to them!
The Ticker is published bi-weekly on Mondays by the Students ()f Banach College. All communica-
tiollS must be typed and signed. Address to: The TIcker. IJox 377. 137 East nnel Street, New York,
N.Y. 10010. Telephone Number· 715-7620 or 7622. OfrlCe RollI'S: 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Next DeadUne:
Marcb 10.
, ." '. .,.:...,. '- ~
The Ticker would like to apologize to Edwardina, Joh~son for some
incorrectly reported information appearing in the February 1, 1982
issue. Ms. Johnson is currently a secretary and hopes to become
a recruiter. Ms. Johnson did finish her degree in January 1981.
but attended the June 1981 graduation, not the 1980 graduation
ceremony. Lastly• .Ms, .J()hnson·s twenty-ninth birthday was on
February 11. not in' late January. .. . . . .. _. .. -
..-
~ -- ,- -.- - -'..•. - --
The TIcker
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By Wendall M. Faria
musical group calJed the Crusad-
ers tried to reach out In song to
the downtrodden masses of the
cities .. tried to admonish them
that earning one's laurels from
the academy of the streets is not
"what it's about." After all is
said and done. what do such
graduates have to show for their
efforts but ugly scars and re-
paired tissues once torn by street
brawls?
I turned my back on the
scenario and walked away de-
spondently. The message was
lost. And-the paradox of it all
was, where it should most be
herad, in a milieu of thousands
of shoppers in the tenous sum-
mer atmosphere, it was least
heard. But who knows? Maybe
anothe r black group will come
along very shortly and exhort the
young black populace of the
cities to beware of the Iure of the
streets. Maybe they will seek,
like the Crusaders, to apprise the
masses in song: "there is no in-
trinsic value in street life."
of that universal language we call
music, rather than employ it for
relating more rapid heartbreak
stories? John Lennon tried and
was successful. Bob Marley tried
and met with immense success;
why can't som e of the more
talented artists around do the
same?
But as ] stood there tappi ng
my feet to the pulsating beat, I
perceived something troubling..
Like a voice crying out in the
wilderness, the Crusaders sang
on, clamouring to be heard. try-
ing tOI get everyone or someone
to stop and listen to what was
being said and not just to the
backdrop of sweet harmony and
resounding bass. It was to no
avail. The atmospheric waves in-
unda ted my multifarious d e-
mands upon their carrying poten-
tial in this ebullient shopping
area, then dissipated the vocal
sounds of these artists, and the
message was lost. Save for a few,
posterity will not know that
somewhere in the late 1970s, a
"Street life. you better not
get old. Street lzfe. 'cause
you 're gonna feel the cold... . .
'\
fic-this surely wasvintage New
York in the summertime. I ven-
tured forth a little closer to ·the
record shop to hear yet more
clearly what was being sung:
An acute feeling of euphoria
overwhelmed me. At last, I
thought, at last a black group
bearing a clearly-defined mes-
sage in song! At last, a group
that had turned its back on the
commercialization of lyrics in
order to sell its records! It did
not have to be "boogie fever"
or .. getting down tonight" or
·'b d . "a mama Jammer ... no, no,
no! Just plain simple lyrics, as
meaningful as it was jazzy!
We all vi'ew the progressive
denigration of our societies and
wish to do something about it.
Why not do so in song, for those
of us who are so endowed? Why
not positively utilize the potency
Crusaders sang. ., because
. there is no place I can go.
Street life. it's the only life 1
know. Street life. there's a
thousand parts to play. Street
life. until you play your life
away.
Out on Fulton Street, several
little "brothers and sisters" were
"funking" out to the rhythmic
strains of this melodic tune, con-
torting their little bodies in every
direction in performance of the
latest dances. Hawkers abounded
at every turn on the sidewalk,
and dope peddlers conducted a
bustling trade in marijuana traf-
., A Message-Lost. "
July 4, 1979-Independence
Weekend in New York City...
Shoppers were out by the thou-
sands trying to cop the diverse
bargains offered by every major
retail outlet in the city. Lhad just
stepped out of Abraham &
Strauss, downtown Brooklyn,
exulting in having just bought a.
beautiful jogging suit at a
"t I' , hs ea w en my ears were
assailed by the sound of sweet,
enchanting music emanating
from a record store nearby:
.'1 play the street life, ., the
PR()(JRES$/VE .t
PROSPECT/lIES
mr youse needn 't be so spry
concernin questions arty
each has his tastes but as for I
i likes a certain party...
- E.E. Cummings
Take the current exhibits,
"Three-form Lightfield" (1982)
and "Circuits" (1982), by David
Knoebel. These works, consist-
ing of ,. clear and colored
lamps," (lightbulbs, we call
them), "porcelain sockets, white
lamp cord and plugs," are basic-
ally geometric cord manipulations
with a few' 'lamps" added for
color. What's it all about? Is it,
perhaps, a protest against cuts in
government funding for the arts?
Where does it borrow its style? Is
it J-D Ash Can art? Conceptual
Pop? A rebirth and redefining of
the Found Art genre? Or was it
made possible by a grant from
General Electric? Writes Knoe-
bel on the inspiration for "Light-
field " and "Circuits": "I worked
at an amusement park during the
summers of my childhood. The
colored lamps which decorate the
rides form configurations of light
and space that have always fas-
cinated me." Fair enough. But
he then goes on almost apologet-
ically: "The best art falls just
short of perfection. It comes
close enough to show us what
perfection might be, H giving
precious little insight as to what,
if anything, else is behind it. I've
looked at it from several different
angles; it's beyond me.
Consider also the cement
bricks that lined the gallery just
last semester. They were fine
looking bricks, sturdy too. but
their effect was more in the line
of creatng an obstacle course
By Carolyne Abernathy
than in providing ~esthetic enjoy-
ment. As was the last exhibit,
a soldered metal mass shaped
from some original ore weighing
a few tons. A curious piece,
you'lI probably recall it as "that
thing" you almost tripped over
during registration. Do. you see
my point? .
I remember informing a friend:.
as we passed this metal sculpture
that what she saw was art. Her
reply? A frank "You're kid-
ding?" I ask you, has anyone
ever failed to recognize DaVinci's
intent as anything other than
. ?senous.
OfLightbulbs and Bricks
Granted. we're living in a
highly stylized era, a century that
has seen a remarkable shift from
the manual to the electronic. This
is. after all. the twentieth cen-
tury, the "Space Age." As the
years progressed people have, as
they will. adapted to the changes
and incorporated a good deal of
the new automation into their
daily lives. Earlier national past-
_ times appear to be taking a back
sea t to the new, boomin~e lec-,
tronic games industry and t1le
word in television is cable. cable.
cable.
. And so we have dinner by radio
a t ion, pocket computers, rna-
chines that will grate and sever
foodstuffs to noth ingne ss and
military apparatus that will anni-
hilate you but spare your spa-
cious loft. What does all this
mean? Heck. I can't even find a
decent manual typewriter any-
where. How have these techno-
logical ~ 'advantages" affected our
popular culture, specifically the
direction of modern art? One
answer may be found in the
series of art exhibits housed on
the first floor of the 24th Street
building.
These exhibits sit on display
for about a month and are then
replaced by new ones, thereby
allowing other artists. some
studying here 'at Baruch, a
chance to showcase. their-'works .
and gain a degree of recognition.
Earlier displays featured tangi-
. ble, well planned pieces' that con-
tained an intrinsic bea uty which
separated them as distinct •
worthwh ile art. Some of the more
recent works. however. are high-
ly conceptual. three-dimensional
abstractions whose value or
meaning rernarn an elusive
quality.
• -.I' •• - - _.~-- -- - ~- •• - ....- _. - - - ••- .. - - - ~ - ...
pointed out, possessing vast





















Ronald Walters Speaks on Africa
RoDict Walters It tile pod..... Seated from left to rip', Ton.~ CIItIInBu Oty CoIIeIe, a" Dr. ArdnIi~of die
fDepartment of Black and Hlspallk Smdies. . ~
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There is a determination on
the part of Blacks in South Africa
to eventually be free," Dr. Wai-
ters said. Change might be slow.
he pointed out, but "while the
Black population in South Africa
believes it, "it is sure."
~
The symposium, which was the
_third annual one being he ld in
conjunction with Black History
Month, was made possible
through the Quality of Life Bar-
uch College Fund Program, and
was presented as a part of the
Dean of Students Distinguished
Speakers for Issue Awareness.
There were 200 persons in atten-
dance, and a 30 minute question
and answer session followed the
final address.
Dr. Lewin charged the audi-
·ence to' make themselves aware
of situations around them. "We
must not wait until a crisis
breaks out over our heads before
finding out the facts about a sit-
uation," he said. He cited the
debacles of iran and Vietnam as
situations that might not have oc-
curred had Americans availed
themselves of pertinent informa-
tion.
Continued from page 1
has resulted in delaying Nam-
ibia's achie~~mentof political in-
dependence from South Africa.
Assemblyman Roger Green
perceives a ..direct correlation
between what is happening to
Black people in South Africa. and
Blacks and all progressive peo-
ples here.... He berated the fact
that many banks in New York
refuse to grant loans to "needy
communities" in his district, but
finan ce •. repressive corpora-
tions" in South Africa. He called
on the audience to utilize their
vote and make' their views
known.
.. South Africa is indeed a very
special case.. 'Dr. Karis said, and
.. economic pressure" should be
applied by the United States and
other countries. He concurred
with Dr. Walters that only "cos-
metic changes" have taken place
in an effort "to improve the sit-
uation." He said that for mean-
ingful change to occur, "it is nec-
essary to commence negotiations
to reverse the South African po-
lice state."
"South Africa is the last bas-
tion of white control in Africa,"
Dr. Lewin said. It is also the .rich-
est nation on the continent, he
P.ap."4
D.S.S.G~ Constitution Receives Needed Revision
As Officers Push For Overall bnprovement
By Pamela Smith
The need for a revised consti-
tu tion has long been a main con-
cern and a stumbling block for
the Day Session Student Govern-
ment (D.S.S.G.). It looks, how-
ever, as if the ground work for
the revision has finally gotten un-
derway under the present stu-
dent administration.
"The present (student gov-
ernment) constitution has too
many flaws and it doesn't allow
D.S.S.G. to act as one body, Of
cornjslained Sal Cheda, President
of D.S.S.G.
To counter this problem.
Cheda and his cohorts have set
up a mechanism within the stu-
dent government which allows
vice presidents of the Executive
Board to sit in on Council meet-
ings, and in turn, allows Council
members to sit in on Executive
Board meetings. According. to
Cheda, this will help the two
bodies of government to work in
an integrated fashion.
Another sore spot the cons titu-
tion does little to heal concerns
the Finance Committee. Pre-
sently, this committee operates
from within the Council. causing
the Council to spend its time act-
ing as a fees committee instead
of addressing many other is-
sues. According to Cheda, if the
Finance Committee were to oper-
ate separately from the Council.
but report to Council members.
then this problem could be re-
solved.
If and when a new consititution
is drafted. it wo u ld have to be
approved by the Council and by
ten percent of the student popu-
lation. It would then be placed on
a ballot to be voted upon in May.
Pushing for Improvement
The constitution is not the only
issue being addressed by student
government this year. The utili-
zation of newly acquired space by
the college continues to be a ma-
jor concern of the D.S.S.G_,
which would like to see the space
allocated according to stu dent
needs.
The student government is
working on the installation of bi-
cycle racks in front of the 22nd
and 23rd Street buildings, and
the acquisition of new furniture
for the Student Center's Marble
Lounge. Cheda also hopes to es-
tablish a special newsletter for
the campus papers to keep stu-
dents informed on government ac-
tivities.
Charles LoBello. Executive
Vice President of D.S.S.G .. be-
lieves that student government
has vastly improved. especially
with the aid of Carl Aylman and
Debra Bick of Student Activities.
, 'We have removed the walls
between Executive and Council
members which. in itself. was an
accomplishment, .• said LoBello.
Unexpected Turnovers
Amidst all of this regular acti-
v ity , three vice presidents re-
cently resigned. all of whom are
grad ua ting seniors. Stanley
A braham. former Vice President
of External Affairs. has trans-
ferred to the student govern ment
of the evening division In order
to work during the day. He has
been replaced by William Gon-
zales. Denise White. class of '85,
has been appointed Vice Presi-
dent of Student Affairs, replacing
Joey Serrano. Collin Flemings, a
former Council member, is now
the Vice President of Academic
Affairs. replacing Anna Fidalgo.
•• Unfortunate ly , I have lost
three V.P.'s but they have been
I
replaced with competent indivi-
duals, to said Cheda, "However,
there is still a need for more stu-
dent participation." he added.
Less money, according to
Cheda, has been spent on parties
and food this year. and the
D.S.S.G. is concentrating on im-
proving the lounge area, as well
as a dj usting many of the mal-
functioning clocks within the col-
lege buildings.
Cheda feels that the present
student leadership is "above av-
erage." yet he does admit that
there is room for improvement:
This year, there has been more
input and communication with
the United Student Senate (USS)
than ever before, and to ensure
that money has been spent
wisely, D.S.S.G. has asked for an
audit of- USS financial books.
Elections will be held in May.
and Sal Cheda is contemplating
running again..However, the in-
activity of members in student
government hampers the mission
of those attempting to serve as
part of a meaningful body for the
students. Cheda will run again
only if ., there is a train of people
willing to work closely with
me. "
McCarthy Has Hopes
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tion period begins.
McCarthy was in Baruch on
January 13. the first day of regu-
lar registration. and took note of
the long line of seniors waiting to
change their programs. Such a
situation, he feels. can be avoid-
ed.
According to McCarthy. stu-
dents "should work in conjunc-
tion with their requirements and
with the people that are there to
assist them with regis tration," in
order to make the process a more
orderly one.
McCarthy realizes that solu-
tions to any problem will take
time, and that some experimen-
tation will be needed 'to get the
registrar's office working
smoothly _ Although he realizes
he cannot meet with students
individually. he feels it is his re-
sponsibility to make sure his staff
can deal with stude n t s ' prob-
lems.
"I don't want a situation
where all the registrar's office
can offer' is '.~ipsery~ce,·" .he
said.
McCarthy plans on making his
stay at Baruch a long one, and
researched the college prior to
taking the position. He feels
Baruch offers students "a good
learning environment. ,. and feels
students should be proud of the
business school's accreditation
status, since it is the only public
college in New York City to have
met the requirements.
A French major in college.
McCarthy earned a BA in the
language at St. Joseph's Univer-
sity in Pennsvlvania and an MA
at the University of Kentucky.
While at Kentucky, McCa r t hy
assisted w it h the registra t ion
process for graduate language
students. In 1967. he became
registrar for a small liberal arts
college in Wheeling. West Vir-
ginia, where he remained for five
years.
"Originally," McCarthy ex-
plains, "I went there with the
hope of being a teacher." How-
ever. the college did .not have a
registrar at that time and. be-
cause of his previous experience,
asked him if he would be inter-
ested in the position. "They
figured they could always get
another French teacher," he
said, "But maybe not another
registrar. ,.
In 1972. McCarthy helped
found Thomas A. Edison State
College. a non-teaching college
located in New Jersey. Through
this college, adults returning to
school after long abscences are
able to earn a degree. Credit is
given for classes taken over a
long period of time and at d if-
ferent schools, and experiential
credit is also given. McCarthy
was the founding registrar of the
college, and remained there until
February of this year.
.. I fe It I had done all I could
there." he says. '·1 have spent
a long time away from faculty
and students." Since his years
at Edison did not provide him
with such interactions, he is look-
ing forward to them at.Baruch.
it. ..
Paul has no gripes about his
current status in the accounting
field. At first. he felt slighted
that he did not make a .. Big
Eight" firm. but now he views
them as I 'funny" in that they
don't accept anyone with less
than a 3.8 GPA. (Paul graduated
with a 3.2)
"I've worked with Big Eight
accountants and I feel that I:
know a lot more than them."
said Paul. "I may lack the 'eti-
quette' of accounting. as ] have it
very easy here. If I ever went to a
Big Eight firm, I'd have a hard
time adjusting." said Paul. who
feels that he has the advantage
of having seen' "how the whole
ball of wax works."
The young accountant, who
will be 24 in June, sees many
people who are making a lot of
money. and says that it doesn't
depress him. Quite to the con-
trary, it provides him with incen-
tive. It also affords him a clear
view of the personal side of ac-'
counting-something. he says,
that is lost within the Big Eight
firms.
As he thinks about his future
in his field, Paul notes that he's
gained a great deal of experience
which he won't ever lose. Yet. he
says. a lot of it is boring.
"I might move to the tax area.
There's more contact with peo-
ple. which I am looking for ;:"
said PauJ,addirig••.The· iJlimbers'
have to taR to you:'·
Will Paulstay on with Dan-
ziger and Friedman? Or will he
move on? He's not sure yet, but
he's gotten off to a terrific start,
and he 'Il soon be certified. Look
out Big Eigllt!
able only.
"In any accounting firm. as long
as you're learning curve keeps
going up. 'your okay," noted
Paul, adding. "You have to keep
accelerating. If yo u don't, you
have to evaluate yourself, and
maybe move on."
Having complesed .zhe two
years of auditing experience and
the law portion of the CPA exam,
Paul will be completing the prob-
lems and theory parts this May,
and "I'll pass it," he said confi-
dently. "You tak e your CPA
exam, and pay your dues. You
have to get certified. It's worth
still very busy:'
One very important feature of
working in a public firm. espe-
cially one that has .•grown tre-
mendously,·· according, to Paul,
is the tremendous overview it af-
fords. He sees everything-for
example, how to put together a
payroll system, and the. inven-
tory; " .~
Paul's words of wisdom for
current accounting majors is to
go into public accounting for the
first few years at least. because
.of this overview. Accountants in
private firms, according to Paul.
get to work with accounts pay-
Accountant Paul Silitsky hard, a. work in his office at Danziger aDd Fried.......
over $20.000 each year.
As far as field knowledge is
concerned. according to Paul,
"everything is the job." Dan-
ziger and Friedman. which con-
sists of two partners and three
staff accountants, is a "growing
firm. If it wasn't, I wouldn't be
here."
Pau·I-·remembers how at first
they didn't think that they'd have
enough work for him. Now, Paul
has nine of his own clients.
"They're very good to me. No
one bothers me, though during
the tax seaso n, you could go
crazy! The rest of the year, it's
"..
By Wendy Gertler
Yes, You Can Make It Big Outside The Big Eight
Once again. we offer our spe- ~ w w._••..• '... :.. . '..' "
:-: :;~.' .-:::";". .
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cial profile of a recent Baruch
graduate. focusing on his experi-
ences to help answer questions
students may have regarding
their education and their future.
Ifanyone knows ofafairly recent,
graduate who has an' interesting
story to tell, write to. The Ticker,
Student Center, Box 377 or call
us at 725-7620/22.
"~There's a lot of money in
accounting.' That's what) heard
throughout high school. so Ba-
ruch was my first choice," said
Paul.
Y So Paul Silitsky attended Ba-
ruch for four years. including two
summers, majored in account-
ancy. and in October 1979, his
last semester at Baruch, he
started working at Danziger and
Friedman, Public Accountants,
on Madison Ave. and 57th Street.
.. I got this job through a girl in
one of my classes who was their
cl ie nt ," said Paul. adding... I
was very fortunate:"
Upon graduating in January
1980, the 21-year-old budding
accountant moved out of the
Lower East Side and settled
himself in Fesh Meadows ,
Queens. His starting salary was
$12,500, "which was a lot to me
then!"
Paul recalls his typical prob-
lems as a bachelor, like a whole
slew ofnewlycreated pink. shirts,
, and his money being very tight.
.. I have a car. If I saved $5
a week I was lucky. Now I'm
lucky if I can save $10 each
week," Paul noted. "As you get
more money, you spend it in dif-
ferent places," said the accoun-
ant of two years. who now makes
r










Secy./Treas. of Phi Delta Kappa.
pa, according to the fraternity's
constitu tion, is to promote qual-
ity education with particular em-
phasis on free public education.
The program is designed to stim-
ulate the professional growth of
its members and to deal with cur-
rent problems and issues of pub-
lic education.
"We have hopes that our
chapter will turn out to be an out-
standing example. a creative. dy-
namic. innovative involvement in
public education," said Israel.
Fraternity membership is by
chapter invitation. and is com-
posed of recogn ized leaders in
the educa tion profession and
graduate students whose leader-
ship potential has been identi-
fied. The fraternity is 75 years
old. according to Israel. and in
1975 it first opened its doors to
women.
There are 1.414 chapters of Phi
Delta Kappa. both nationally and
internationally, and each chapter Professor Israel describes
carries out its professional pro- CUNY's first chapter as being
grams. On the in ternational extremely successful.
level. the fraternity program is ••We already have 60 mem-
carved out through publications: bers." he said. "Illustrious
commissions, committees, con- speakers address our meetings
ferences, institutes, travel semi- and we expect 40 more new initi-
nars; aad-speeialproiects.: . - -- ates-for-the-MilYinstallation:'I::
By Abb~ Weiner
The City University of New
York, established its first chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa. the profes-
sional fraternity in education, on
April 14. 1981.
"It took us seven years to do
it, but it was finally installed:'
said Professor Benjamin Israel,
Secretary/Treasurer of the
CUNY chapter, and faculty ad-
visor at Baruch. Israel explained
that it is required to have 20 peti-
tioners. Phi Delta Kappa mem-
bers in good standing. in order to
form a new chapter. Because no
one branch in the City Univer-
sity's system has had 20 petition-
ers at any time. they have
gathered faculty and professional
staff members from the Graduate
Center. "the Board of Education
Headquarters, and Baruch.
Hunter. Brooklyn and City Col-
leges to form the new chapter.
These petitioners received their
membership at other universities
and had it transferred here. Pro-
fessor Israel received his mem-
bership at the University of
Minnesota.
"The purpose ofiJhi Delta Kap-: .
and browbones.
• When the eyes are red, don' t
use pink in the eye area. It will
only bring out the red color
more.
• A powder pink blush can go
a long way. It can be used for the
cheeks as well as the rest of the
face (a cream can be used also,
but powder is my own personal
preference) .
• Keep Iipstick and blush in
the same basic tone.
Just about any color goes with
pink. Here are some eye makeup
combinations:
-pink. mauve, silver.
-pink. brow n. taupe,
-pink, copper, bronze. gold.
-pink. midn ight blue. grey.
To contour the ~e. use a
darker blush in the hollow of
your cheekbones. and a ligh ter
one on the bone itself. Two
shades of pin" blusher can be
used. For a more dramatic effect
a plum or brown blush can be
used for the contour color. The
contour color should also be
blended onto the temples.
When conto uring you must
take special care to blend the
color so that only you can see it.
No one should be able to tell
where the color starts and where
it ends. Practice contouring when
you have time\' . .. .
By Karen Tyson
By this time of year, many of
us are sick of winter and the no-
color face that goes with it. One
temporary way of brightening
up the complexion is through the
use of pink-tainted makeup.
If you 've shied away from pink
because you fear looking like a
clown, fear no more. The range
of different color pinks runs from
an almost skin-toned pink to a
rose color to fuchsia. You can
buy colors for the eyes, cheeks
and lips in the pink family in the
formulations that you prefer
(powder. cream. liquid, gel. pen-
cil).
The following are suggestions
to keep in mind when shopping
for and using pink-toned make-
up.
• If you've never used pink be-
fore, start with. a color that you'll
feel comfortable with. Don't be
intimidated by salespeople. Use
their knowledge to help you. Try
the color on, walk-around a while
with it on and see how you like
it.
• For a natural looki ng glow
try a color wash.
• For the best results, use
color after applying foundation.
• For a balanced look, blend a
bit of -blasher onto the' temples
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Preppies Beware; Terrorists Are On Their Way Here
Student Speak-Out Group
Some of the terrorist material distributed by Katz and Kumas. leaders of the Anti-Preppie Movement.•
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Among the topics discussed at
this particular meeting were the
recent Reagan federalism pro-
posals, EI Salvador and a review
of Reagan's first year in office.
.•Although we sometimes touch
on subjects dealing with the state
and city governments it is usually
Ronald Reagan and his programs
that seem to draw focus at just
about every meeting." said one
student.
The opinions presented at this
meeting ran the political gamut.
Viewpoints were expressed that
ranged from right of reactionary
to left of radical. It appeared that
those students favoring Reagan's
policies were business students,
while most of the more liberal
members were students in the
arts and humanities.
as little or no financial overhead
is needed.
He compared copyrights to pa-
tents. noting that a copyright is
much easier to obtain. takes less
time and provides virtually no
possibility of someone stealing
and duplicating your idea.
He further told the audience
that the industry is facing prob-
lems with cassette taping and
gross mismanagement at all
levels. If a record is promoted
properly Moss feels it can over-
come the hurdles.
After a brief intermission, the
symposium resumed with Gary
Anderson speaking. Anderson,
who performs, composes and
orchestrates music for Broadway
. Continued on poge 7
Anyone who cares about cur-
rent issues and is willing to
speak out on them is welcome to
join the club. Those who would
just like to come to listen are
also welcome. All one need do
is go to the history office. on the
16th floor of the 23rd Street
Bui ldin g , every second Thurs-
day. The next meeting is March
18.
By Bill Dudley
there is an underlying element of
seriousness.
"It's a real learning experi-
ence about business," he said.
According to Katz and Kur-
zius , their movement is still '
building momentum. It didn't
really begin full force until Feb-
ruary 1980 when, while still at
Princeton, the two of them found
themselves working up to 14 .
hours a day. After graduating in
June, they decided that this
would be their full-time business.
"The movement is very big in
the Northeast. It is also coming
on strong in the South and
West," said Katz. .. It certainly
hasn't peaked yet and hopefully
it won't die out."
And just so no one is offended
the company came out with a t-
shirt saying. "Preppies need love
too. "
In addition, the two men have
come up with their list of "Ten
Top Female and Male Preppies
and Non-Preppies for 1982."
Sound Mixers. Ce ppos ' own
studio. charges approximately
$135 - $250 per hour. wh ich is
comparatively inexpensive for a
studio equipped with "state of
the art" equipment, as Ceppos'
IS.
Ira Moss. the second speaker,
is president of a moderately sized
record company that includes the
Pickwick International label.
"Music creates an atmosphere
that excites and stimulates. Am-
erican and classical music are
part of the quality of life,·' Moss
opened. As he sat back puffing
on his pipe, he speculated on
why the music industry exists.
.. It exists because music is
universally accepted." he said.
further asserting that anyone
could go into a career in music,
·'To give students an open
forum for ideas and thoughts
about current issues, that's why
this club was started," stated
senior Ellen Oster. Oster is cur-
rently a member of the Current
Affairs Club, a speak-out group
which meets every two weeks in
the history office in the 2Jrd
Street building. Fellow 'member
Berta Feldman elucidated the
poi n t further .•. Ever since the
public speaking and debate soci-
ety died out, there hasn't been
an arena for opinions available
on the campus. Now we have
one.
The club is not brand new. Ac-
cording to a spokesman. it's been
." in existence for several years. Its
S present faculty adviser is history
a Professor Selma BerroI. \,vho=0< speaks very highly of the stu-
~ dents in her group. "They·re
~ quite an impressive group of
li':
c young people," she said. "It'so
~ always an interesting meeting
and we get into some pretty good
arguments with each other. I am
amazed 3 t how conservati ve
some of these young people
are.,"
The squirter is used on those
poor dehydrated alligators and
the liberator, (a scissor), is used
to snip the gator from any shirt
which has one. (The kit notes
that female preppies should be
snipped with extreme caution).
"Being a preppie is boring.
They all dress the same and look
the same. Brooks Brothers is be-
coming more like Big Brother,"
Katz said. uPreppies stereotype
themselves. Preppie really is an
attitude. The dress doesn't make
you a better person."
Katz also said that the whole
thing is a lot of fun although
tral Park for HBO/WNEW -FM
simulcast) created many engin-
eering problems. It took four
months to remix the vocals in
preparation for the simulcast,"
he said.
He explained that technicians
are either trained for video work
or audio engineering. with a
grave shortage of people crafted
in both. He reiterated the impor-
ranee for qualified job candi-
dates. saying that "many engin-
eers are not committed talented
enough, or show interest in aes-
thetics.·· He also implied that
many neophytes entering the
profession seek high payoffs
while offering little return to the
performer.
zius take the most pride in are
their new terrorist book entitled,
"Save an A lligator-«Shoot a
Preppie", and the Anti-Preppie
Survival Kit. The kit contains a
/' "No Preppies" button, warning
labels, a bumper sticker, letter
seals, a booklet on "The History
of the Struggle", instructions on
how to use the kit. an "alligator
liberator" and a "preppie
squirter. "
hundreds of thousands of prep-
pies are discarding their button-
downs. Izod s , monogrammed
Shetlands, topsiders and khakis.
.. It really is a nationwide
movement. ' I he said.
The anti-preppie movement
began as a single button de-
signed by Margaret Steinbugler,
a junior at Princeton, in Septem-
ber 1980. The button, depicting
an alligator with a slash through
it, was sold at football games.
The students at Princeton loved
it and soon it caught on at other
schools.
Three months later in Decem-
ber, Katz and Kurzius incorpo-
rated their business starting the
Button Man, Inc. In just eight
months the company grossed
over S700,OOO and is now produc-
ing bumper stickers, t-shirts and
buttons with sayings such as, "I
don't drink with preppies".
· ·Love to eat them preppies", ,. I
don't brake for preppies",
"Nuke the preppies" and "I
don't sleep with preppies." The
two products that Katz and Kur-
Records. Professor Olan of the
Baruch Music Department mod-
erated the 2-hour long discus-
sion.
Each speaker, an expert in his
field, discussed problems faced
by the industry and by students
wanting to enter the industry as
a career.
Mr. Ceppos, the first speaker.
delved into the technical prob-
lems the industry faces. Techno-
logical obsolescence. cash flow
difficulties, and lack of qualified
technicians were cited by Ceppos
as the leading causes of studio
failures.
"Tie-ins with audio and video
create poblems," Ceppos said
"The Simon and Garfunkel con-
cert (taped this summer in Cen-
EAT 'THEM
..J".·····ItE..' .... ·,·······.P·.I·.···I;.... '. ' .. .
.. . . -
By Jay Schwartz
By Michael S. Goodman
The trend in this world has al-
ways been if you don't like some-
thing, try to change it. There are
many ways to change things,
some of the most popular being
revolution and terrorism. Just
looking at the daily newspapers
one can find many of these terror-
ist acts taking place around the
globe.
N ow there is a new group of
terrorists based right here in the
United States. Two Princeton
graduates, Mike Katz and Law-
rence Kurzius, have founded the
Anti-Preppie Movement whose
main objective is to rid us all of
those ., snobbish and elitis t prep-
pies" we've come to know so
well.
"With the publlcation of The
Preppie Handbook by Lisa Birn-
back, people 'felt pressured to
dress preppie," said Mike Katz.
"We're trying to encourage peo-
ple to be anti-preppie. "
According to Katz, the anti-
preppie crusade has ignited such
a revolt among Americans that
A symposium entitled" Music
in the Recording Industry" was
held in the Walter E. Nallin Re-
cital Hall on the 12th floor of the
23rd Street building on Monday,
February 22. The talk provided a
fascinating look behind the
scenes of the recording industry.
The symposium. part of the
ongoing Q ua lity of Life series.
was made possible by a grant
from the Baruch College fund.
Panelists were Neal Ceppos.
sound engineer; Ira Moss, presi-
dent of the Moss Music group;
Gary Anderson, saxophonist,
composer and orchestrator; and
Harry Lusk, Senior Vice President
of Marketing for Polygrarn .
wa 1 QUC
Students Attempt to Unite


















tine of classes· and gives us a
break." said Wayne Johnson, an
active member of the Society.
Because this had never been
tryed before in the club, the of-
ficers were not sure of the re-
sponse from the students who
are accustomed to the business
setting of the Globus Lounge.
But it turned out to be a big suc-
cess, according to Rosa Bonez,
President of the Society. •'The
event went surprisingly well. We
put our books aside and just bad
.fun". ~. Wbenaske!! if.j)P:MMl- .
agemen t , Society .woiff9·try a
sports activity like this again, she
responded, "You bet y~urrack- .
et we will. "
Party; and Baruch student Sara
Catalinato, speaking on the stu-
dents' role in the politically pro-
gressive movement of the 80s.
Perhaps the most effective
speaker was CUNY Student Sen-
ate Chair, Garth Marchant. who
urged students to fight tile pro-
posed budget cuts in educational
loans and grants. calling the pol-
icy "suicide" and predicting
"We'll lose 50,000 students from
CUNY" should the cuts go
through. "Students have to or-
ganize," said Marchant, adding
"there is a lot of silence-silence
must stop!"
Literature tables lined the
fourth floor of John Jay College,
manned by representatives of lo-
cal and national anti-draft. anti-
Reagan and anti-right organiza-
tions.Like the speakers there,
the pamphlets and flyers urged
students to mobilize and organize
both campus and inter-campus
political groups and demonstra-
tion-s. One measure of success
will be turn-outs at the follow-up
meeting of the P.S.N., March 7,
7 p.m.• at tile Loeb Student Cen-
ter of NYU and the various dem-
onstrations and marches
planned throughout the spring
for New- 'York and Washillgton.
D.·C. _'.. .;: :.... '..
quainted with one another. After
all. all work and no play can be
boring.••
."Activities like this should be
done more often for the students.
This way ~ it breaks up the rou-
U.S. social and economic condi-
tions and WorId War II Germany
saying, "Crises cause the leaders
to look for a scape goat, " and it is
easiest to blame the' 'weakest
mernber" of society-"welfare
and food stamp recipients."
Rev. Daughtry's speech elec-
trified the audience, and the
speakers who followed kept the
energy level high. Rhonda Cope-
Ion, .a lawyer for the Center For
Constitutional Rights, spoke of
the state of women's rights today
saying, ·'There are threats of
bringing back the old standards.
losing the gains of the Feminist
movemen t. ,. One of the
"fhreats " is the proposed Family
Protection Act. now before Con-
gress. which, Copelon stated is
designed by "the Moral Majority
and right wing politicians" to
"reimpose patriarchy" and "use
Federal power to force a con-
formity to the ideology of the
right:' _
Other speakers at the confer-
ence included Dave Dellinger. a
peace activist. notable for his an-
ti-war efforts during the Vietnam. .
era,' who spoke on U.S. interven-
tionism in EI Salvador; Janice
Fine of the United States Student
Association; Kwame Ture a.k.a,
Stokeley Carmichael. of the All
A f~i.c~nr r~?.p,~~~ ~Rc;';.~l ~~~o,~~r:Y, , ,
.... .." ~J.,# • .& ... .. . . . _ .... •
It seemed to be a battle of the
rackets, as the students proved
themselves to be better than ex-
pected. Fellow students then
teamed up with one another to
play mini matches. It was a rare
opportunity for many physically
active students to maintain their
athletic abilities on the court in-
stead of complaining that they
:;; _ could find no time to do" it any-
.~. JJ1()l1e. .~







This semester the Manage-
ment Society is new and i m- 11
proved. And to prove it to the
students. it decided to try some-
thing different and mix business
with pleasure. On Thursday.
February 25, the Society made a
date with the tennis rackets at
the Armory on 25th Street and
Lexington Avenue, and got into
the swing for two hours during
club hours.
Fi tzroyCallender, a finance
major who recen tfy joined the
Society. said, "I think this is a
good way for members of tile
. Management Society to get ac-
By Robert Friedman
"The people united will never
be defeated," was the call from
Michio Kaku , Professor of Nu-
clear Physics. CCNY. This call
quickly became the chant of over
200 participants, ending the
Campus Organizing Conference.
held at John Jay College. Feb-
ruary 19 & 20.
Students, teach_ers and other
interested people. representing
political organizations of colleges
from the New York area, filled
the auditorium to hear speakers
invited by the New York chapter
of the Progressive Student Net-
work. Reaganomics, civil and so-
cial rights. and the future of the
student movement were the main
topics of speeches and discussion
groups. Friday night and through-
out Saturday;
Keith Fullerton. John Jay's
Student Government Chair. wel-
comed the audience, stating that
it is of "prominent importance to
fight the unjust budget cuts pro-
posed by Reaganomics." Friday
evenings speakers included Rev.
~ Herbert Daughtry, a civil rights
~. fit 30• activist at over years and cur-
rent ehair of the National Black
United Front. The Reverend
drew'an analogy between current
"\ "':' .( I . \ ~
This includes transfer credits
from any non-CUNY college. Stu-
dents applying must be in good
standing with a minimum index
of 2.5, which must be maintained
once accepted into the program.
Only 120 credits are needed to
graduate. However. the last 30
credits must be. completed under
the CUNY BA/BS Program.
The BA or BS, under this pro-
gram, is offered by the City
University of New York rather
than by one of its colleges.
Therefore, students get the best
of all faculty that CUNY offers.
Dr. Buchin, like all the coordina-
tors in each of the CUNY colleges,
has complete course catalogs and
faculty lists for each college. This
is helpful for students who want to
research and plan their schedules
ahead of time.
Please phone Dr. Buchin, 725-
7172 or stop at the. above address,
if you have any question s about
your eligibility before 'this date.
jeered by A & R. Recordings
made in a studio. such as Neil
Ceppos ', will usually be listened
to all the way through.
If A & R approves the group.
they are sent to a committee
made up of marketing. promo-
tional, legal and financial ad-
visors. If the board agrees unan-
imously, a contract will be drawn
up for the group.
.Creativity was also brought up
by Lusk. While a record company
cannot control composition and
lyrics. said Lusk, production is
almost always controlled directly
by the label. The producer is as-
signed to make the grou p more
commercially acceptable if they
are lacking this trait. The pro-
ducer makes sure the studio re-
cordings are perfect.
., When all this work is fin-
ished, marketing takes over. to
Lusk said, referring to the third
phase of creating a "hit record."
Demand must be created .for
each individual record. Such was
the case with a group called
RUSH. "Radio Stations were un-
willing to play RUSH because of
the loud blaring quality of their:
music. Sales of their first three
records declined." said Lusk.
"In the period from 1976 to 1979.
RUSH played 300 nights per year
and built up a following...
The result, according to Lusk,
was that fans called up radio sta-
tions across the country request-
ing, sometimes demanding. to
bear RUSH. RUSH received in-
creased radio play. and-their lat-
est effort, Moving Pictures has
already passedthe 2 million sales
mark.
At the conclusion of the sym-
posium. the floor was opened to
allow participants to question the
experts.
Thursday, March 11, 1982
from noon to 2 PM
at 155 East24 Street,
Rm. 114
The CUNY BAI BS Program is
a remarkably designed under-
graduate approach to education
that enables the student to plan
his own course of study within
the entire CUNY system, which
leads to a Bachelor of Science or
a Bachelor of Arts degree.
Dr. Floyd Moreland, Academic
Director. Ms. Elaine Egues, Ad-
ministrative Director, and Dr. Jean
Buchin, Baruch Coordinator of the
CUNY-BA/BS Program invite all
students interested in learning
about applying for admission to




Any student in any of the CUNY
colleges who has completed 15
credits, or who will finish 15 credo
its by May, may apply for the Fall
'82 semester.
The Business of Music
..-...., r .« I. f·_~·,"'~(.)· ..... ,)~l. ( r :> J_._fJ'~
•~_\.~"'a'.i ... ·.".·.\"". ~,.'-~.
Emergency Medical Service, Available to All. Seeks Volunteers Tbe purpose of tbe
Baruch College Emergency Medical Squad is to provide a trained eJDergeocy staff which
can respond to the faculty Uld the students on campus. The club is also seeking to pro-
vide CPR courses as well IS other emergency procedure lectures.
The Emergeacy Medical Senice cannot do tbis without the support of interested In· .
diYiduaJs; lIot only is this 5IIf)port needed in terms of building a properly working staff,
but also 18 tenns of receivlnl co-sponsorship frGm tile Medical Ofri~ and the Depart·
ment of Physical Education.. ,
All interested forward name. address. telephone lIumber. and appropriate qualificatiGIIS
to Box 341.~17 Lnington Avenue, New York. New York 10010.
Continued from page 6
and television, began by defining
the job of an orchestrator as one
who "assigns notes to different
(orchestra) instruments." This is
different than an arranger, who
changes the music to fit a spe-
cific style of a particular artist or
group.
One point, made by Anderson,
is that an arranger/ orchestrator
must. be able to-work against the
clock.
"To become an orchestrator
(or arranger), you must be able
to copy any style asked of you.
even if you have no background
in that style." he said. also not-
ing that a knowledge of basic en-
gineering is important to anyone
seeking this route as a career.
The final speaker was Harry
Lusk , of Polygram Records. In
contrast to the other speakers.
who talked mostly about music as
an art. tusk mainly spoke about
its business side. its profitability.
"The music must be cornmer-
cial," said Lusk. "Non-commer-
cial music is rejected:' By this.
Lusk meant that a record must
appeal to a wide audience or it
faces certain rejection. even
though its quality may be very
high.
Each company has personnel
that go around to various local
. clubs, audition new talent. and ".
listen to demo-tapes that are sent
in. explained Lusk. These people
are the Artistic and Repertory
men and women. commonly re-
ferred to as A & R: The demo-
tapes sent to record companies
must always be of studio quality.
or they face rejection.
, 'Many "bands record in their
garages or basements on a cas-
sette tape," said Lusk. HThese get
listened to for maybe two to
three seconds before being re-
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MARTIAL ARTS
TUesday and Wednesday




8 weeks all Ma.rch & April Rm 302





March 4th* 5th** 8th* "ALTERED STATES"
MITch 19th* 20th** 23rd* ''HEAVY TRAFFIC"
March llth* 12th*** 15th* "FAME"
We meetevery Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
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I nominate the following faculty member for the President's





IfYou••~..... ' i' ..
Need A Sumerilolt.
Are At Least 18 Yri Old,.
Complete 1 Yr o(~.~e
by JUDeA Have Prf~ or.
Organi2ational cnrp
Experience -
Stop By and Register·With U










Call for An Appointment:
265-2700 '., ---:.
- Camp Placemen(U~_it






On Thursday, March 18, there will bea group counseling
.. session for all students who are presently enrolled in the
following programs' or courses and for those who are in-
terested in taking these courses:
Office Administration and Secretarial Studies




This session will be held in Room 1028 at 315 PAS from 12
Noon to 2 p.m. Faculty will be available to answer individual
questions and problems. Permission cards will be required of
all students registering for admission to any of the secretarial
studies courses, therefore, permission cards will be issued at
the group counseling session.
Come and see us and bring your friends.
DONORS WANTED
SEMEN will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who carmot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
DoQ.~~will be fully screened and tested.
.....-i.. Accepted D~.Jl.prsare PAID·
For Information
IDANTLABORATORY 935-1430
The M~E-UPand VALIDATION EXAMS in the Depart-
ment of ,Marketing will take place on Monday, March 22,
1982. i <>:
Students' must make their application with the Curricular
Guidance Office or the Graduate Office before March 17th in
;order to' be eligible to take this exam.
Day Session' Evening Session
; .3-5 P .M~-- 6-8 P.M.
Room 641, 26th Street Room 511, 23rd Street
Exams can be taken at either time. Students will not be
notified by mail.
If you believe that you have had
the opportunity to study with a
faculty member whose teaching
ability you consider to be outstan-
ding or who has made a signifi-
cant contribution to instruction at








Name of Faculty Member _
Department _
. .
. I. Why' do you nominate this teacher?
>
3. I=,am a. Freshman L, Sophomore _
Junior Senior _
I am a Graduate Student, _
STYLING-HAIRPIECES
FULL SERVICE
We offer the best In StyUng, Cuttlllg and
Beard Trimming.
_We also .pec~,InHairReplacement,
. (Done In strict'.Ceddence)
_ _.. "LOCATED:~AT:
;"i .s: ..' t~· '. "'~1 ..., .23m Stree.
",-,-0 .~, ~"'~ • i ~ ~...... "'.'_~~
, BetWeeD-:LexlgtoD~;;1i·3nf"A.~eDue (Just off
. . .. -:Thlrd"Avenue)
For m~relnfo: 260-0570
President Segall, with money
made available by the Baruch Col-
lege Fund, has established a series
of faculty excellence awards. One
or more awards are to be made to
faculty members recognized for











Youmnst be' too lazy_ for manual labor
. .
You donot need a car, only a ride to work and 'back.
You must be willing to work only 4 hours a day.
You must be satisfied with $500-$1,500/wee'k.
.i •
, .
Call Mr. W.W. Wilcox
:
212-685-4855
39 East 30th Street
'" ~', .... ~.-.'.
Picasso, eM'your heart out.
What art is. and what great art
is are old questions that come to
the Core with renewed .vigor at
the Met's latest really big show,
the Michael C. Rockefeller Wing.
This astonishing potpourri of ob-
jects and forms, known collec-
tively as.Primitive Art, made me,
feel at first puzzled and not a lit-
tle lost wondering what, ulti-
mately, I should ~et from seeing
it.
These objects dazzle-but not
in the manner of the Met's daz-'
zling collection of 19th Century
Impressionists upstairs.
There is a haunting, religious
aura about these objects-but it
is unlike the quiet, reverential
Chinese garden of the Astor
Court with its contemplative re-
ception hall, and the nearby gal-
leries of ethereal landscapes re-
flecting Chinese cosmology.
This art is highly advanced, of-
..ten technically superb, but its
craftsmanship is not its most im-
portant quality.
This. art is frequently abstract
orminimal.,--butnot in the way
those terms are used at MOMA.
This art is consciously repre-
sentational and unconsciously
non-representational; with mod-
ern art, it's the other way
around.
This art evokes strong feelings
in the viewer, an important cri-
terion in modern thinking about
art. While it retains the power
of its original historical function,
this somehow seems epiphe-
nomenal when we ponder its
here-and-now significance. \
I walked through a forest of
plexiglass cases filled with
strange objects and figures and
emerged into the sunlight of the
Pacific Islands: a fifty-foot-high
glassed-in gallery filled with
great carved ancestor poles.
Stopping at almost every ob-
ject, I read the well-documented
descriptions of origin. function.
and derivation. Soon I had ab-
sorbed an extensive (albeit frag-
mented) lesson in 'ethnography.
social anthropology. geography.
social organization and psychol-
ogy-e-an .entire semester's worth
of cultural' history of each of the
three ,hajor geographic group-
ings: Africa, the Pacific Islands,
and the Americas (principally
Pre-Columbian South America)-
more than I ever wanted to
know!
I picked.out the most beautiful
pieces to behold (the Met prob-
ably had a reproduction already
for sale in its gift shop) and stood
stunned among the treasury of
Pre-Columbian gold objects:
heavy pendants, breastplates,
nose ornaments, death masks,
and r itual objects. including a
matching pair of giant. bright
yellow goblets the sign-aptly calls
buckets.'
I looked with increasing pleas-
ure at the sensual. almost sexual,
power of the Benin bronze heads.
The wall plaques, the cast bronze
warriors and the great leopard
all radiated a fiesty spirit.
When I had finally seen it all,
I took a moment to register the
Wonder of the Wing (WOTW) as
a whole.
. Every successful gallery at the
Met has its own W()T'W,a qual-
ity which enables it to stand, by
itself, the sine qua non of its
aesthetic-what makes it not
only possible. but imperative to
make a p.rtticular gallery one's
single target of a visit to the Met.
The American Wing, Egyptian
Gallery, European Paintings Col-
lection and Astor Court Garden
all .have a WOTW unique 'to
themselves. and now the Michael
C. Rockefeller joins them with a
WOTW of ringing clarity.
There is something that unifies
it, some quality!his art has, sep-
arating it utterly from every
other gallery at the Met. even as
this quality identifies each object
as art. It is not possible to see
the, WOTW by examining each
culture or each object individual-
ly, (It is not possible to see it at
all in the highly ethnographic ex-
hibits at the American Museum
of Natural History, where much
high primitive art is on display.)
This WOTW is holistic, and
must be seen this way.
But don't take my word for it.
Woolf and Joyce Centennial Sleeping Dogs
Crazy Jerry Won't Be Beat
American soldiers arrive at the
motel, Bullen orders Smith to
join the resistance by setting up
an-ambush. Smith cancels the
o;der, unwilling fa get" involved.
After a falling out with the Amer-
ican, Officer Willoughby (Warren
Oates>', Simit'" decides to becaine
a revolutionary. After the am-
bushvBullen ai\d Smith end up
on the run. fighhng together.
Many television SIIOWS nave
entered the scene to a blare of
trumpets and silently stolen away
before the year was out. In this
column, we pay tribute to some of
them. In particular, those one-
season series of the 1970's.
I: In 1976 there were two shows,
a comedy and a drama, which
involved a police officer and a
robot assistant. Name them (I
point each).
2: In the sarue year Judd Hirsch'
of Taxi and Charles Haid and
Michael Conrad of Hill Street
Blues starred in a detective
series..What was it called? (I
point) .
3: The novel that inspired Broad-
way's King and I alsoin'l!?ired a
1972 T.V. series.' Name'lt. (l
point)
4: Who played Kralahome on the
same series? (1 point) ,
5: What role did this act lay in
King Fu? (l point) .xtra
credit tell us the movie] for
which the actor is best known.
6:An actor whose best-known
T.V. role was Wo Fat on Hawaii
(Continued on pagelJ.J-
By Damian Begley
Sleeping Dogs, a political sus-
pense 'thriller, is the first movie
from New Zealand to be given
distribution in the United States.
It's the story of a man who drops
out of society to be at peace with
himself, only If~eturn to society •
and find himself a pawn of both a
respressive government and a
violent resistance movement.
The state has taken control of.
the media, instituted rationing
and is the cause of labor strife in
present day New Zealand. Work-
ers riot and form a secret resis-
tance movement in the hopes of
overthrowing the government.
Our man Smith (Sam Neil)
watches the daily tirades on tele-
vision. but is more concerned
that his wife, Gloria. has taken
up with. another man. Bullen.
Sam Neil gives a convincing
characterization. his eyes and
face communicating what he's
thinking. Bullen. played by Jan
Mune (who also co-authored the
script), is Smith's- alter ego.
Smith is passive: Bullen is active,
leading the resistance in turning
the government from anarchy to
democracy.
Trading-In his car for a boat
and a dog, Smith goes into isola-
tion on an uninhabited island.
where' he has the time and the
space to s~rt out his problems.
A few weeks later, Smith is
arrested.by the Specials, an anti-
terrorist police force set up by
the g ovcrnrne nt , who find an
cr rns cache on his island. In
order to escape a threatened
death sentence. Smith agrees to
. a televised "confession" of in-
volvernent in revolutionary acti-
vities.
On the way to the television
studio, Smith makes a daring es-
cape and through a resistance
contact is set up with a job at a
country motel at the edge of
Auckland, When a group of
achieve myself," Joyce writes to
her, giving an insight to his ego-
tistical nature. On the comical
side is a silver statue by Michael
Lawrence caricaturing Joyce's
hat, suit. and cane in a shakey,
wavey style.
A page of Woolf's diary
records her. initial reaction to a
book Joyce submitted to Ho-
garth. the book that many con-
sider the most important literary
work of the century. "I have
been reading Ulysses, and. fab-
ricating my case for and against
-I have read 200 pages so far,
not a third. arid have been
amused, stimulated, charmed.
and interested by the first two or
three chapters to the end of the
cemetery scene, and then puz-
zled, bored, irritated. and disil-
lusioned by a queasy undergrad-
uate scratching his pimples."
and soda. "The crowd goes for
junk food," said Jerry, "and
they'd kill me if I didn't serve
it."
The restaurant is small, seat-
ing only twenty-five to thirty peo-
ple, and it's a good idea to get
there early because the place tills
up quickly. Customers are mostly
neighborhood residents, but
word is spreading, adding length
to the lines before showtime.
This week's features include
Rebel Wilhout A Cause, Kramer
vs, Kramer and Escape From
Ateatraz,
Jerry encourages independen t
film makers to come in and pre-
view their work. Th'e walls of the
restaurant are open to any artist '.
w howu n ts-to show his or her
paintings or drawings.
The small staff is courteous
and attentive. This is rare
enough in any restaurant, let
alone in the darkness of a movie
theater. If you find yourself in
the East Village with only a few
dollars and plenty of time. Nimai
is a grea.t .place to spend both.
likewise plays more than one
role: a gracious host, he also
assists the chef and waitresses,
and operates the VHS video
recorder.
The menu changes nightly,
all entrees including freshly
baked bread and vegetables.
Some of Sunday's selections
were carrot and cashew soup
sweetened with raisins, which
was delicious, casserole of Suba
(buckwheat noodles, cheese and
greens). eggplant parmigiana
and stir-fry vegetables. Prices
range from $2.50 to $8.00 for din-
ner. The $3.00 minimum includes
the movie.
There's p lcn ty of fresh-
squeezed orange and grapefruit
juice. hot and cold cider and
herbal teas to quench yourthirsl.
The coffee is a fresh, hear ty
blend of beans from around the
world and well worth the 75c a
cup charge.
There are also non-health-food
and non-vegetarian selections on
Nimai's blackboard menu, in-
eluding ice cream floats. sundaes
undergraduate
copy of Woolf's first book, Two
Stories, published by the Ho-
garth Press (founded and run by
Virginia and her husband, Leo-
nard Woolf.)
A letter from Joyce to patron
Lady Gregory explains his dilem-
ma of not having the funds to go
on to medical school, "I wan t to
By Stephen KaIdon
As 1982 speeds along its way,
we must take time out to acknow-
ledge the birthdays of two of the
world's great literary figures.
Virginia Woo;f. born on January
25. 1882, an'd James Joyce, born
a week later on February 2, are
being celebrated on their centen-
nials in a six-month-long exhibi-
tion through July I, at the Main
Branch of the New York Public
Library. 42nd St. at 6th Avenue,
The exhibition. part of the
Berg Collection of English and
American Literature, is a fasci-
nating assemblage of original
manuscripts, personal letters,
and first editions spanning the
lives of both writers. There are
h~ndwritten first draft notebooks
of Woolf's To The Lighthouse
and The Waves and an original
By Robert Friedman
For those of you interested in
saving money while enjoying
yourselves, the Nimai iKn ce
Mav) Cafe, 101 St. Marks Place
(Eighth Street) at Second Ave-
nue, is the place. This restaurant
serves large portions of good
vegetarian food and shows a pop-
ular film at the same time.
The idea of vlewi ng while
chewing is not unusual. Many of
us eat while glued to the T, V.
and won't take our seats in a
movie theater without something
to munch on. The novelty of the
Nimai is the combination of a fall
dinner-and-dessert menu and
commercial 'entertainment.
Nimai is open seven nights a
week and films are shown at
5:00. 7:30, 10:00 and midnight.
Dinner orders are taken before
the movie begins and served
shortly after the credits roll onto
the eight-foot screen. The kit-
chen doubles as -the projection
room. Jerry. the owner-manager,
I' "_'" I' I.' J
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~ ""t;' ~, ftSOIIaJIt
~eet,
derful it· ~t Violetta, as she
dieS" ~~ is t"pll an opera house
witl1 a ~~Uld &.,.,eet, clear; reson-
atlt vo.~ -\gh, ,nge to ears accus-
t()m.ed. t-: SC(,!:r's superrealistic
d~p,Ch~~ the J1sease, wonderful
to e)in~ ~"- of ,~e to the sound of, ,. f
the pPl.-\ 'ecef' ,umph_
c~th~ t in C~alfitano' s Violetta
dis}> laY~~.ne t1~th and sensuality
beyG'DQ ~ a i ttlch of older. less
flexi ble t lIe ( fhe voice was rich
at1d W~~ivaS'f'd lapses in pitch
alld te~ \-no ~ (e lost in the over-
all ~as~~ o wt complete authority
of h~r ~,~nd I Miguel Cortez's
Alfr&da ~bgitJ~itablY awkward in
his J?as~\\.-as ~ f'~ss. but his vocal
p()w~r ~,~natet1C always a match
foj- tb~ ~~s tJ demands. Cornell
McN'etl, \Jle '9 f',gn and welcome
pres~n~~~ be ~e any time. was
in w~nQ ~nsC~~oice and played
Genyl 0l) t~ rfu1"c simple. upright
mqn he \ .as ! ref than the mean
olet ~tic~ ~ • rae pften made out to
be. "'e' s
111 e tl~ . ~l p~od ~ction was
Spot ~n. ~ ~SlC I'd lIghting worked
tO~e-ih~~ ~ts ~ harmony excep-
tional ()l), in ~ &tage. to create a
SU-tnJ?tu~~ any f not overly ornate·
b~kdr()~ es. b tJ e action.
~ic/0lq ~~or t,~flO conducted like
a I"aC'e ~~''tesc~Jer, pushing the
paee to ~\- drJ j'mpetuous froth.
only O~~ fine' ,lIy beyond the
abilities. ~~ siot'&,llgers to keep up
with the ~ the tfa .
"-che&
of bourgeois morality, visits Vio-v
let ta without his son's know-
ledge. and extracts her promise
to leave Alfredo for the sake of
the fa mily repu tation and AI-
.fredos own future •'happiness•. ,
Violetta, misera ole. "returns to
the false. forced gaiety of the
Parisian social whirl. and not un-
til she is on her deathbed is she
reunited with the love of her life
and recognized by Germont as a
true and good woman. worthy to
be his daughter.
Traviata is a study in opposites.
(Opera itself. as an art form. is a
paradox of highly stylized ex-
pression of basic, gut-wrenching
ernotions.) Traviata pits the holy
love, the love of one man for one
woman throughout eternity,
against the profane. the love for
profit; the pure against the
tain ted; the nurturing against the
killing' 'love. " Alfredo, all inex-
perience, instructs the profes-
sional, Violetta, in the realities of
her business, filling her empty
heart with his love. bringing her
from despair and certain death to
a hope of happy life. Traviata
then becomes'awar between this
love and a harsh, patriarchal so-
ciety which judges evil any love
not sanctified by propriety. Al-
fredo and his father are the two
halves of 19th C man, alienated
from each other. the one knowing
only the spirit, the other only the
letter. of love. Traviata is one
such confrontation of opposites
after another, with bittersweet.
shortlived cease-fires sandwiched
in between.
The aching beauty of Verdi's
rich, powerful score issues not
from some aesthetic vaccuum at
a far remove from this turbu-
lence , but from its very heart.
Strange it may seem, but won-
Verdi NiceVerdi,
Giuseppi Verdi (1813-1910)
wrote the music for an opera
called La Traviata (1853), which
was based on a book by Dumas
fils, based in turn on the life of a
Parisian courtesan, Alphonsine
Marie Duplessis. The play, La
Dame aux Camellias, also by
Dumas, was a vehicle for Bern-
hardt. Many of our own American
leading ladies. notably Eva la
Galienne, have essayed the role
of Marguerite Gautier ina trans-
lation ineptly dubbed Camille. It
has been filmed several times,
but after Garbo made it her own
in the·1937 MGM version (with
a little help from George Cukor),
nobodys attempted a remake.
The play has again recently be-
come a viable dramatic vehicle.
this time for a very different kind
of "Ieading lady," the infamous
Charles Ludlam in drag. It would
seem the lady" s been given her
due (and then some), but it is a
rare and barren season that
doesn't include a Traviata. Luck-
ily for New Yorkers, Spring -82 is ,
neither. Alphonsine, a.k.a. Vio-
letta in Verdi's version, is alive
and (figuratively) well and sing-
ing her lungs out in a gorgeous
production at the Metropolitan
Opera House.
The story is simple. Violetta. a
much-admired courtesan am icted
with tuberculosis (the. nineteenth
century's "cancer"), is leading a
bright, extravagant life like noth-
ing the doctor ordered. Alfredo,
a young gentleman who loves her
to the depths of his being.' per-
suades her to come live with him
in the country where she can re-
cover her health. They are com-
pletely happy together until his
father, M. Germont, a watchdog
~DlDIete iavolvemeat
of those American standards, it
breaks no stylistic ground and
fails to operate on any level other
than the immediate. specific real-
ities of its characters. Their
stories are carefully and honestly
told. but their failure to resonate
outside the four walls of the





Paul Wonsek's set is impres-
sive in its detail and economy,
but altogether too solid for the
delicate shifts in time and space
evoked by the characters' string
of remernberings. Director David
Kerry Heefner has shaped per-
formances that are consistently
efficient and professional. but too
close to glib to get inside and be-
hind the characters. Only
Thomas A. Carlin achieves a mo-
ment of truth. When Steve
breaks the news of Josephine's
death, pop fights against hearing
it; it doesn't so much hit him as
e%plode inside him, throwing him
off his feet, dropping him into a
cllait'. His complete involvement
with the reality of that moment,
the psycbic strain of acknowledg-
ing .the wreckage of. his present
afld Past selves, is of an intensity
and clarity unmatched qy the rest
of the evening. --./
by. Erin IUackweU
Margaret Keilstrup's Wonder-
land. the new play at the Hudson
Guiid. is a deft patchwork of elas-
sic American literary and dra.
marie effects, sewn by intelli.
gent, caring hands. Unfortunate.
ly, this graceful, well-written
play fails to transcend its borrow.
Ings.
The Plainsman Hotel in Alten·
burg. Nebraska is run by Marcus
•'Pop•, Heron (Thomas A. Car-
lin), a man whose spirit was
broken the day the bomb fell on
Hiroshima. the day his wife,
Josephine. walked out of the
house, never to return. One
daughter, Ruthie, "married into
the Baptist Church." The other
daughter, the now thirty-nine-
year-old Leah (Debra Mooney),
lives with her father in the hotel..
Having lost her job as a dental
assistant when the doctor she
worked for died, she now spends
her time drinking Jack Daniels
from a coffee cup. smoking too
much, and compiling a scrapbook
of decreasingly far-away places.
. Stephen Terrill (Dennis Bailey)
is an out-of-work PhD in English
whose brother owns Wonder-
land, the town's hugely succeSS-
ful amusement park. He is sleep-
ing with Leah and convinces him-
self, but not her, that they should
get married and make the hotel a
going COncern. He has liberated
Minnie Pierce (Alice Drum-
mond). an old family friend. from
the old folks' home her children
had left her to die in. She demon-
strates her gratitude for "the re-
prieve by advising Steve t-o leave
the Plainsman Hotel, where
nothing ever changes, and to
make his way in the world.
Theplay is a "memory play,"
owing much of its form and con-
tent to Glass Menagerie and
Death of a Salesman. Unlike both
tion oj t~~ ~ble life," espe-
cially in t "d",tacter, and his
portr"yal \ e ctJ(fliI. III one se-
quellC~1 ~\ of ,," is straight. but
passinB~. \1. vi "ff as gay, is in
dra~, buj \'self" "act" straight
in ord~r l~~as ~t it with Franny.
Ludlar1l ~ Jtl~! off! Also, the
thr~e m~~s ~(ag manage to
look n10r~ in [nine" than the
real w"m~ ... 'fet"
In a ~ - . room, Nadine
drunk £nl~ ,=>tel Js at a window
and exPo~~ stat' innermost self to .
the w ml<:\~ he( .,." The others
lau~h al~ bel~, except Zena,
who ccJm~~~ g, ~ ~lize the trouble
she ha,s ~~ to (~tveryone. When
the p()lic~ ~seo fhe room. Zena
takes the \ \:-aio ~hile Nadine is
scuttleAa.\ tame ~afety. The fol-
lowil)g m~"~y t" ~xplanations by
everyolle ~ 'bin~' "tder. When all
is said ar)q,t\e itJt' all is forgiven
becaus£ ~\> dotJ t tells what they
should h~~ryot',J in the begin-
ning: tpe t ~ to
50 0 ['1 , l'i\:th. ~nd Buddy are
back ~tu<:\\<line anthropology,·
Zena and ~in~ (~ running the
salOl) -tog~ hil' and ]zzy and
Franl1Y a~~ '=hef't,h1g their baby
and cotJntl~ strO $( money.
The~~ theI. of tile sea-
takes ~ett~ ut~~d to. but it's
worth tile ~~g 11 .
'-..ort.
down.
Some of the material does not. ,
seem to work in. the first part of
the play. It's weakly written, ac-
tion is minimal, and not all the
jokes come off. If's during the
second half that the themes are
pulled together and become co-
herent.
At the opening of the second
act, Nadine explains her theory
of evolution to a Women's Con-
ference. Of course she's all for
the advancement of women, but
is opposed to using the word per-
son wherever man is used.""Na-
dine says words like Personhat-
= tan: personiac, and persongo just
ell:8 won't catch on. When Zeiia be·
~ gins to explain why she operates
~ the Swan Beauty Salon. which
~ the women want shut down, she
is booed off the stage. Buddy,
Izzy, and Phil come to her de·
fense,having dressed up in drag
to crash the women-only confer-
ence.
Herein lies the point of Lud-
lam's play. He presents the di-
chotomy between role and real
life. When one is forred to physi.
cally change identities. the new
role takes· over. Hitchcock used
thi~ device in his films, almost al-
ways in a serious vein. Ludlam
goes to toWn with his interpreta-
Iyloaned the m~ney to Zena until
she can quit stripping. _
Franny and Nadine arrive at the
salon. In a last-ditch attempt to
liberate herself. and screw Buddy,
Nadine gets screwed by Phil.
When Buddy catches them in
flagrante deJecto he is at first full
of rage but accepts the situation
when told Phil is Cgay'. However,
he threatens to kill them ~yway.
Izzy arrives and calms Buddy
ny'S child.
r-lext stOP is the Swan Beauty
Salon, operated by Zena herself.
Enter Phil Landers (riotously
played by Charles Ludlam, who
is also the writer-director) _ He' s
straight but has to play gay to be
hired as a hair stylist.
By noW Nadine knows that
Buddy has given Zena large sums
of money Over the past. few mon-
ths. She doesn't realize Buddy 00-
--------------=----------------
'The S~retLives of th~Sexists' Laid Ridicul~1J.sly~tfre
fby Damian Begley
The audience looks through a
keyhole at the Kiss ()f Fire night-
club. Onstage, Zena Grossfinger
is doing a striptease act with her
partner. Look closely and you'll
see that her "partner" is really
the left side of her body. Is this
ridiculous? You better believe it!
The ~ret Lives of the Sexists is
the latest production of the Ridic-
lous Theatrical Company. It's a
farce about modern life.
Buddy Husband's relationship
with his wife is on the rocks. All
they have in common is a love
for anthropologX and their sex-
ism. Buddy plays the dOUble-
standard male: he loves his wife
but is seeing Zena on the stde.
He can't understand why Nadine
is against the setup. An .author
of feminist boo~s, Nadine "puts
men in their place-down there"
whenever the opportunity arises,
as it does now. Nadine kickS
Buddy all the way 10 his broth-
er's Lower East Side basement
apartment. Wimpy Izzy and his
oversexed wife. Franny. space
cadets both. have their own prob-
lems. After a year they still
haven't consummated their mar-
riage. This is especially irksome
as Izzy stands to collect a large
inheritance on the birth of Fran-
- ~qe 12 Tbe'1kke1'
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Radio, Radio, Wherefore .Art Thou Radio?
By Paul Golden
I don't know about you. but
when I listen to the radio. I flip
the dial back .and forth an awful
lot; it seems'no single station can
hold my attention for more than.
say, an hour. Where I work. I'm
by myself all day long and the
job is so relentlessly boring I'd
rather wander purgatory than be
without a blaring box by my side.
Some can do w ithou t.it , others
can't. Put me in the latter cate-
gory; I'm a confirmed radio
junkie.
As an addict, I get a fair sam-
pling of the stations available to
the New York listener, and my
travels around the dial have con-
firmed one of my darkest suspi-
cions: New York does not have a
single station that plays just mu-
sic. There' s classical, country.
disco, and pop. jazz, nostalgia,
rock, and talk. Ol d ies , muzak.
big band. and news, reggae, sal-
sa, and easy listening too. There
are ninety-eight radio stations
operating in the New York metro-
politan area alone, not to men-
tion those in outlying areas (as
far away as Philadelphia or
Cleveland) that are accessible to
powerful receivers.
Old folks often say that with
the advent of television, the
"golden age" of radio is a by-
gone era. but with the easing of
F.C.C. regulations and the pro-
Iiferation of radio stations in-the ~
last dozen years. it would seem
that the contrary is true, Yet
there is a fundamental weakness
in radio today. Very few stations
feattire a variety of different mu-
sical forms, and while a disc joc-
key might have wide' interests.
he is often severely restricted in
what he may play.
Radio in the United States is.
by its very nature, a function of
,tile capit~list system. Corporate
networks who own radio stations-
are interested in mustering the
greatest ratings share they can
from the public, thus generating
revenue through advertising dol-
lars. In order to contend in this
highly competitive market. a
radio station must design a spe-
cific format with which to attract
listeners.
Today's categorized. fragment-
ed society mandates that special
interest groups' needs be satis-
fied. and as long asa group's
interests are n"t too obscure.
there will be a radio station wil-
ling to speak their language. Par-
adoxically. the wider the audi-
ence a station wishes to attract.
the narrower the programming it,
sends over the airwaves must be.
Hugely popular stations like
WABC and WNBC have notori-
ously tight playlists, and are re-
luctant to deviate from their "top
forty" (in reality ten to fifteen
continously played) songs, lest
they lose a precious percentage
point of the ratings.
On the other end of the spec- ,
trum are the so-called •'free-
form".... stations like.. WNEW~M.-."
wJi~se DJ·s have'traditi'onafly
been given a long tether in
.choosing what they wish to .play.
Tether is an apt term, because
they are nevertheless restricted.
You won't hear Stravinsky or
Grandmaster Flash on WNEW.
There are no stations. with the
exception of college radio (an
animal all its own), which are
totally free-form. Sponsors are--extremely anxious people who
are reassured by hearing what
tpey expect. Despite radio sta-
tions' finding and catering to
specific audience markets, the
needs of'the listener will always
be subordinated to those of the
sponsor.
:,J~x3J!lining r adia, sys_tem~ if
Western Europe. one finds that
commercialism is not the domi-
nant force. In the London metro-
politan area, for example, there
are six radio stations operating:
BBC 1, 2. 3 and.d. Capital Radio.
and Radio London (the latter two'
are commercial stations run in
similar fashion to those in' the
U.S.>". The state-funded BBC is
free from the restrictive financial
yoke that denies the programmer
leeway in his choice of content.
He is able to take greater risks.
providing the listener with a
wider variety of. available enter-
tainment.
Too often. good music that
does not belong to a certain nar-
__ rowl~ defined category.isIgnored
in American radio circles. A good
example of this phenomenon is a
group like Funkadelic. who are
considered by programmers to be
too black for the white audience
and too white for the black audi-
ence, and consequently get no
airplay at all.
Most people don't confine
their listening to one sort of mu-
sic. and there's no reason. why
someone who likes rock can't al-
so enjoy classical, jazz, or disco.
Yet many stations, for purely
commercial reasons, are intent
on singling out a certain percent-
age of the population, labelling
them, and placing them ill their
appropriate cubby-hole. As the
eighties roll on, it seems as if
the public's interest in the vari-
ety format is doomed to an un-
marked grave.
Music is an international lan-
guage. and yet America, who
thinks of herself as interna tional,
is, in real it)'• isolated from the
rest of the world. In Germany.
for example. it's not uncommon
to hear songs by Italian or
French artis ts on the radio. We
take for granted that our Ameri-
can music is popular in Europe. -
~
and it is, but we refuse to recog- '
nize foreign artists who don't
sing in English.
We have closed ourselves off
to a whole world of music, much
of it equally valid and some,
more enjoyable. Radio is a pow-
erful medium that shou Id be
used to expand the public's inter-
national consciousness (an Amer-
ican weakpoint) rather than as 'an
instrument to reap huge profit
for a greedy few.
'-
Une Hit, One Error, One Foul
, .
....r......·
The only shows represented on
this album are either low in the
ratings or off the air. Anybody
out there remember Richie Bro-
kelman, Private Eye, or his CBS
counterpart, Magnum? In spite
of all your efforts to forget, Post
has resurrected their themes in
vinyl so they can be heard ad
nauseum tong after the video
image has faded to a white pin-
point in your consciousness.
The best thing about TlJeme,
Songs is it's short: there are only
six three-minute cuts-about
t w e n ty ' minutes worth of un-
wanted nostalgia, the length of








"You asked for it!"
Click
.. Please! Don't sq ueeze the
Charmin."
Thud. CRASH.
The above is a dramatization of
a disgusted TV viewer taking it
out on his set. His taste cries out
for intellectual stimulation, but
all he gets from the networks is
garbage.
So this disgusted TV viewer
goes over to his stereo to enjoy
some music. He tunes in a Top
40 statio n and .w h at does he
hear?
The Stones?
No. The Police, maybe?
Guess again-and vou still
won't get it. What he hears is the
theme from Hill Street Blues,
The Rockford Files, or-if he's
really on a losing streak-The
Greatest American Hero.
"No, It can't be!" he screams.
tugging at his hair. "Please, any-
thing' but that"
You are entering another di-
mension-not of space or time-
cei eainly not of mind. No matter
what you do you cannot escape
its deadly warp. '
Now you , too are its victim.
Expecting a record review. you
find yourself in The Prime Time
Zone, where Elektra Records will
possess your consciousness and
make you buy Mike Post" s Tete-




Ry Cooder, who's played with
the Stones and recorded with
Burt Bacharach, is one of the
most sought-after session gui-
tarists in Rock history. his instru-
mentals distinguished by his gui-
tar-picking and blues mandolin.
The Border. is an example of a
soundtrack that's good to listen
to-not just a lot of boring back-
ground music. Future movie
soundtrackers, take note.
..Across the Borderline," with
Freddy Fender vocal, is both an
apt lead-in to the film and .strong
political statement. The Spanish
songs have an ethnic base, but a
general appeal that crosses the
Rio Grande.
I Ain't Bonky Tonkin' No More
Joe Sun
After enjoying the title track, I
looked forward to a top-notch col-
lection of country-western songs.
The rest of the LP disappointed.
however. as Joe Sun veered from
true honky-tonk into insidious
Pop.
Sun does have real talent; his
hauntingly gruff voice is tailor-
made for his brand of honky-tonk
and his own songs are the best
on the album; If his next effort
'omits the Pop' schlock and rip-
offs from other artists, Joe Sun
will rise from obscurity to Nash-
ville stardom.
CORRECTION
Three answers were omitted
from the December 21. 1981 epi-
sode of T. V. Triv ia , Add these
offspring to their respective
family trees:
S. All in the Family: Checking In.
8. Police Story: David Cassidy,
Man Undercover and To Kill A
Cop (pilot). retitled The Forte
when it acquired series status,
and changed again to Elsehed,
the name by which most people
remember it.
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TV'TRIVIA'
(Continued from paage 11)
Five-O had his own detective se-
ries in 1975_ Narne the character
he played and the series. (1 point
each)
7: In 1973 James Coco portrayed
a supervisor of a New York Un-
employment Office who was con-
stantly frustrated by his staff and
governmental bureaucracy. What
was the name of the show? (4
points)
8: In ·1977 CBS had a drama
about a newspaperman who
worked for The New York Forum.
The series starred James Suto-
rius and was cancelled to make
room for -Lou Grant. Name the
series. (l point)
9: Part One; The all-time dura-
bility record was set by a show
which aired only once, on Feb. S.
1969. For 2 points name the show. '
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. Excellent working conditions. ..
Flexible hours - days,.•nig·hts•..
weekends••.holidays ..
Goo~ Appearance, outgoing personality
and conscientious work habits .
'\ NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
) $5 per hour [no commission)
JENNIFER HOUSE














GIVING A P ARTY on
Thursday, March 11, in
the 10th Floor Con-
ference Room of 315
Park Avenue South.
There will be entertain-
men t ,as well as
. .refreshments. All are
welcome.
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by
opporturunes not available in a US. classroom. Standard-
.zed tests show our students' language skills superior to-
students completing two year programs it'l U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
FALL SEMESTER - SEPT. 10"Oec·22 SPRING SEMESTER
- Feb. 1 - June 1 each year.
FULLY ACCRED ITED-A program of Trinity Christian College.
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Chris-tian College)
CALL TOLL FREE for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if toll free -tine inoperaHve call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541' collect)
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED Cost is about the same as a
semester in a U.S. college $2.989 Price includes jet round
trip to Seville from New York. room, board, and tuition
complete. Government grants and loans available for eligible
students.
live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day.
four days a week. four months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equi-
valent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S. colleges over a two




In Room 1111 of the 23rd St. building
At 12:30 - ALL INVITED
On March 18th at 12 noon in the Faculty Lounge,
Preliminaries win take place on· March 11 at 12
noon in Room 340 of the 24th Street building.
Readings are to be' fi~~ minutes in duratlon-and
from published materials only. All students are in-




SPONSOR ITS ANNUAL -
'POETRY R'EADING CONTEST
DARE ro VENTURE !





"~--iI u 11 .
Sign on
for a voyage
I '-.. "'- o.:","WI Into the future
_ ~An Intellectual Challenge -
'ENTERPRISES OF GREAT
PITH AND MOMENT' (Hankes).
Shows how by working together, we can
create a universally acceptable second
language. free of the. archaic problems .of
spelli.("lg, pronunciation, syntax. i r-
regulantles and snobbishness. completely
infegrated and logical, it enfolds the han-
dicapped, accommodates .computers and
probes the limits of human rntelfigence and
expression. Its structural pattern~ make
learning and use easy and delightful.
Copies fiave been deposited In your school
library. Look one over and then Qet a copy
of your own - We need your herp!
100 pgs. $8.50 US ppd.
"If yo u pie ase"
CAMILLA PUBLISHING CO. INC.
BOX 510 MPLS., MN 55440
BY MAIL ONLY-SEND CHECIl OR M.o.
(137 East 22nd Street)
10:30 .. 0... 0... _.. 03:35 '.
Free Refreshments served
To ALL donors
Sponsored By Circle K











Day Session Student Government Elections will be
held on Tuesday, May 4 and Wednesday May 5,
1982. Any full-time, matriculated day student with
a G.P.A. of at least 2.5 is eligible to run for office.
Copies of Election Procedures and Declaration of
Candidacy forms 'may be picked up at either:
The Dean of Students Office
Room 1702 360 PAS, or
The Student Activities Office
Room 104 Student Center
137 East 22nd Street
All Declaration of Candidacy forms, peti-
tions for nominations,· and referendums
must be submitted by Tuesday, March 30,
1982 at 4:00 p.m,
.~ .
Skillful Bar-uch Fencers





Skillful part-ying and adroitre-
posing. provided Baruch's male
fencers wi th-a )6-11 win and
their female cC?u.nterparts with an
8-8 tie when ,tpey .competed
against City College on Thursday
February 25, in the sixth and
eleventh floor gymnasiums of the
23rd Street building,
Peter Lewinson, Angel Mer-
cado and David Moy all went 3-0,
a nd piloted the Statesmen to a. a... _,
convincing victory over the Bea-
vers who are the defending
CUNY.champions. Lewinson and:
Mercado secured their wins in
foil, while May notched his in
.sabre. Lewinson, the men's team
ca ptain , fenced true -to form,
while Mercado andMoy enjoyed
one.:':~f their-better' outings' this
season.
The Statesmen have now',-im-": .
proved their season-record t07-2.
John Mckenzie continued to -
-.....
display great ability. According to April Dunleavy (1~2) and Mary-
'men's coach Don Larkin, McKen- Ann Geillot l-d) kept the team on ,
zie started fencing.in October of track, to fulfill coach Don
lasl,year"but.on~x.~eligible--' ::'Yrig~t's aim; ~·-To giv~; Baruch ,
to fence in January of this year. their bes t season over. "
Since then he has qualified for the The Stateswomen are now'
.Nationals from the Metropolitan, 6-1-1 for the se~son.
Division, and on Thursday he won The evening's artistry was tar--.
two bouts and lost one in epee:' 'nished by the conduct of Gina',
Robert Boyer who has already Faustin of City College. The Lady,
~B~aver verbally assaulted Sallyqualified for the Junior Olympics ,\.
from the metropolitan division' Belinger, the director of the,'
went 2-1 for the evening in foil; women 's.: matches, The tirade
Other winners were Franklin . st~rted ~ during the final bout of'
:Tant (1-2) AND Lewis Gasco (1-2) the evening(Faustin vs. Azum-
'in Sabre, and Sean Conlon' (1-2) brado) 'and continued even after
Oth ' F kli Belinger had left the gymnasium.er winners were ran In
'. Tang .1-2) and Lewis Gasco(l-2).. -", F:a~~~,ie,who. di~a~e"ed_~jt~ s9~~
, .... ' '. b .' 'd' C''':''' C I (1':2') ~~ of the calls made agamst her9In sa re, an ti3'Can on on - ". . B 1"' .
" was disqualified by e IngerIn epee ' '.
Th 'Stat h after three prior warnings,' ande eswomen w 0 com- . '
d i h nu. fl . Azumbrado declared the WInner.pete 1nt e oor gymnasIum " ".
fenced with controlled aggression ··There weren't rn anyIadjes
, against an experienced city col- here tonight," Belinger'sai.d:
lege team. Shelley Azumbrado while several visibly ernbar-
displayed great tenacity and- _rassed City College athletes and·
poise as -she paced the women :.' team, 9ff~€ials: remarked that
with fourwins. 'sti,e was (4-.0)for "this is not .iridicative of our
the evening. Ann Jones (1-2), team's conduct."
.--." ........
... .~











. , Island advanced to 24-3.
The administrators of Baruch
were proud of the Statesmen _~. .. . ,. ..
because they played their hearts .:
out in defeat. "They came back ':i
from a 1.3 point deficit to take a -
lead. The team was very compet- ,;~
~ itive' and they showed spirit, " '>
:x Baruchs Athletic Director Dr..
So .Williiun' Eng said. ~
~ Baruch has had a highly sue- ~
~ces:sful <season because they;
,3:
~ reached the finals and received ~~
.~ an ECAC bid. The Statesmen will'~~
! meet the New Jersey Institute of -.
:x Technology on March 5th. Staten .~
Island and, Brooklyn, who Baruch ":
beat 'twice, got bids into the Divi-
sion III, NCAA tournament. It's ..
a' shame that the Statesmen
didn't get a 'bid to go to the
NCAA's as Brooklyn did but
maybe the Kingsmen were
chosen because their Athletic Di-
rector is on the NCAA Selection
Committee.
Next season, the Baruch com-
munity can look for an improved
team that will hopefully win it
all. ··We have two trees that are
6'8" and 6'6" coming in. We
may be the Staten Island of next
year, " Coach Levine said.
Guerrero, averaging 10.5 ppg.
and played in .his fi.nal CUNY
game, scored 1~ points each..
. Cliff Marshall . added eight
points. .
For, Staten Island, Gerry
Koenig contributed 23 points and
Tom Johnson, who played his
most effective 'game of the tourn-
ament, had 22 points. Nat Har-
ris, a 5'7' '. senior, who was voted
the Most Valuable Player of the
CUNY tournament, scored 13
points for the Dolphins. Baruch's
record went to 18-9 while Staten
- ..
WE GOOFED! On pagel Lof
the February 22 issue of The
Ticker, a . ptJ,otograph~, of
Coach Don Larkin' appeared '
:! with the caption "C~ach Ed
"~~t. ..: .'; ~ ,Wright.". OUr' apologies to
..;~~><~ 7-;,. ·~s~ ~ 'both men.
co :! _A~ left, C~h DO~.LarldD .
.~ g At right, C~ch FAt W~ht
_ ~• .!~.}.-••"t..-j:,::v:f.lf~..r~Ji.#.'~t~W(·i:i~f:','.·~~_~_ ~ ...;:- -,.
Cantinuedfrom page /6
, ' -
throws. Jones and Panousopou- .
los closed out the scoring' {or'
Baruch and left the Statesmen'
six points short, 83·77. Staten
Island won the little Dutch shoe
.»which, is .symbolic of the' CUNr ~,
championship. ", -." .. ' - :
Roger Miller,who scored 15
'>points and had-a tremendous
season, said, ·'1 never expected
us to go.th is far.··I th j.i1~:we've
had a successful season. VVe
tried to play harddefensively and,
It-tooka IGt out or"us at the end:';
"The team has been a second
half team thoughout the year and
the key to winning was to put
pressure on them defensively.
We've corne a long way in the
last eight games. The foul shots
hurt us because we're just shoot-
ing 59 0/0' from the Jine for the
year, " Coach Levine said.
•• Staten Island is just a good
ball club. They can beat you in-
side and outside. You 'can't give
them free throws because they
can kill you,"· Coach. Levine
,added. "
For Baruch, Panousopoulos,
who performed exceptionally well .
in the tournament, and Jacob
By Kerine Chang because of poor judging by the
judges;" said '.' Co-captain .Lisa
The Baruch cheerleaders; with a Gerald..·
lot hard 'work and skill, sue- Besides entering the
cessfully made it to the C.U.N. Y. cheerleading championship, the
semi-finals championship where women have cheered the mens
they participated against Staten ... basketball.team'on to victory: The
Island College, Medgar Evers Col- cheerleaders supported the guys in
lege, John Jay, City College. and : theirgames and enjoyed doing it;
York College on January 27th. '''We're like one big happy
The Baruch squad came in first family": said Co-Cap 't .Lisa:
place in the semi-finals with City Gerald.
College at second. The women on, The cheerleaders won't cheer
the squad had doubts 'as to . until next' year, since .the basket-
whether they would even emerge ball season just ended. The
to third place, since cheerleader women won 't be able to cheer at
Karin Dekie had injured her ankle other sports sincemost games re-
and the routine planned had to be quire thorough concentration.
changed. This term's budget only allowed
Victory, however, was diverted for nine girls: Alise Askins.
when the Stateswomen lost to City Suzette Campbell, SuIan Chin,
College at the finals on March 1. Andreinne Codner, Karin, Dekie,
City College won over Baruch by Lisa Gerald. Claudia Johnson,
, .,,;a;
.Baruch clleertaders competi! III CUNY nals.
3 points. Judging at the finals 8n~' 'Joanne 'I:.ewiS, and' Velina '~-.
serninfinals was based on:' ap-' 'chell. The -Stateswomen 'pIari, to'
peaJ'ance, execution, smile. Row argue (petition) for a more flexible
of cheers, acrobatics,:' and budget which will enable them to
IQugness. . accomodate .more girls for next
c'Vle lost the chamnionshiP,., ~c:nn"'T"'''''";' -,:'!',.,.1J , ... ,.:~"'"Y';r;;...... 'L",·-- • ,. -".., ......~ .........J:,..~• •-.~.... ,." ...":1....~:';""'I- ~ 'I. ':k tIo ;..:!> 4. -oL_S {-.. t. a.~ -,a.,,a,I ,II['Jr". .... ~,. ,. ~_I.• 't> .. ~ '/t'-¥:•.""' --". ---- .. -,_. L.- ---.;;..-....... --.&
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States~enScare Dolphins in C Finals
BELOW: Dolphioswatclau·states man's I'eitb Jones drives for two of his team higlill points.
ABOVE: Staten Island's Gerry Koenig (45) poised to grab loose· ball as teammate Nat Harris boxesout Barucb's J()lIn
Panousopeulos,
At the beginning of the second
half, Baruch used a strong press,
aggressive defense, and the fine
shooting of Keith Jones, who was
Baruch's leading scorer with 18
points, to get back into the game.
Jones' jump shot put Baruch just
one point behind Staten Island
at 51-52.
With 11:30 to go in the game,
foul trouble plagued Baruch.
Panousopoulos went out with
four fouls- and Marshall left wtih
three funis. Coach Levine in-
serted Troy Whitney and Kerwin
Edwards to take their places.
Whitney scored the most im-
portant basket of the game for
Baruch giving them a 57-56 lead
with 8:31 remaining in the game.
This was the first lead Baruch
has had since they were winning
10-8 in the early stages of the
game. Whitney and Edwards
combined for eight points off the
bench which helped the States-
men stay in the game.
Jones. who had his best per-
formance of the season, hit a
jumper which gave Baruch a 61-
59 Iead with 6:48 remaining but
then Staten Island took control of
the game and the Statesmen
would never have the lead again.
The Dolphins scored six straight
points giving them a 65-61
advantage.
Nat Harris, who scored 27
points against City and 28 versus
John Jay, hit crucial free throws
down the stretch allowing Staten
Island to gain the victory. Total-
ly, Staten Island attempted 38
free throws and converted 31.
Baruch just took 11 foul shots
and made five. This tremendous
difference killed Baruch since
Staten Island is a good free throw
shooting team.
Baruch displayed a gallant ef-
fort until the final buzzer. Jones'
layup at 2:55 put Baruch only
three points behind the Dolphins
at 70-67. The teams scored six
points each and then Staten
Island opened a ten point lead
83-73 after Gregory Whitehead,
who had 12 points. hit two free
Continued on page 15·
Statesmen Start Comeback
After a minute went by, there
was a flurry of action under the
Baruch basket. Tom Johnson
(CUNY's Player of the Year)
blocked three shots in one se-
quence (two off Gerald' Taylor
and one off Cliff Marshall). After
the last block, Taylor grabbed
the ball and laid it in. But the
referees disallowed the two points
and called Taylor for a charging
foul.
Staten Island outscored Baruch
7-2 in the last few minutes to
take a thirteen point lead into the
locker room. Roger Miller's inab
ility to score hurt Baruch in the
first half (he hit only 3 shots out
of 10). Also, the Dolphins outre-
bounded the Statesmen 20-15 in
the first half.
Staten Island PuDs Away
Troy Whitney. Miller hit the foul
shots to clinch the win and put
Baruch in the finals for the first
time ever.
Staten Island, led by Johnson's
13 points, had a 40-27 lead at
halftime. Baruch grabbed a quick
4-0 lead but the Dolphins went
on a streak ou tscoring th.e
Sta t e s men 17-7 to take a 17-11
advantage.
Then Baruch came back with
six straight points and Keith
Jones' jumper tied the score at
17 with 9 minutes left in the first
half. But Staten Island possessed
its biggest lead of the game at
the 14 minute mark when Tom
Johnson hit a jumper giving the
Dolphins a 27-19 advantage.
Baruch. ,',
The semifinal game was
marred by a confrontati on be-
tween the two coaches. The
game was coming to an end
when the Kingsmen started foul-
ing Baruch intentionally hoping
for misses and there was some
shoving going on between Miller
and Earl Robinson of Brooklyn.
"They missed a sh ot , and
Robinson intentionally fouled
Roger Miller." Coach Levine ex-
plained. "] WQS instructing one
of my players near rnidcourt
when coach Reiner said. Come
one step closer and YOII' ve had
it. Here's a Division I coach
who's threatening me just for a
ball game."
Order was restored after some
shouting and Baruch's assistant
coach AI Ford was restrained by
which was a tight man to man,"
Coach Levine said. The Kings-
men controlled the tempo which
enabled them to have the lead
at halftime.
In the second half, John
Panousopoulos was tl1e story. He
scored 11 of his game high 18
points in the second half and
pulled down 13 rebounds.
Caoch Levine motivated Pan-
ousopoulos on the bench and he
started to play well. .. John.
you're playing a passive de-
fense." .Coach Levine told him.
.. You have more ex pe r ience in
one arm than they have in their
whole body," Levine added.
"John went out and played good
defense which picked up his of-
fense. It was the' finest perfor-
mance of John's career at
Hawks Fall Fi rst
Hun ter led after the first half.
41-34. but were blanked for six
minutes in the second half when
Baruch scored 12 staight points
to take a 54-48 lead. The States-
men forced turnovers and came
up with key steals that sealed the
outcome.
Roger Miller led Baruch with
25 points and Keith Jones added
14. Hunter was topped by
George Back and Jose Bautista
who scored 15 points each.
Brooklyn Next Victim
By Stuart Tanenbaum
The Staten Island Dolphins
fought off a comeback by the
Baruch Statesmen on Monday,
March 1, to win the CUNY
Championship for the second
year in a row at the Fitzgerald
Gym on the campus of Queens
College.
Coach Julie Levine's philoso-
phy going into the game was to
come out with the best defense
Baruch's played all year and to
try to run on the Dolphins' two
big men, Gerry Koenig and Tom
Johnson, because they're slow.
"No question about it. The de-
fense will tell the story and we
will have to keep Staten Island
un~r 80 points. We must stop
Johnson, Koenig, Nat Harris and
Gregory Whitehead to win,"
Coach Levine said.
Baruch reached the finals by
beating Hunter 76-68 in the quar-
terfinals and Brooklyn 58-55 in
the semifinals wh ile Staten
Island defeated City 102-84 in
the quarterfinals and stopped
John Jay 69~59 in the semis.
On Wednesday, February 24,
the Statesmen defeated Hunter
because of their second half de-
fensive pressure which exposed
the Hawks' inexperience. "In the
locker room. we spoke about the
lack of intensity on defense. get-
ting hurt on the boards. and be-
ing hu ngry to win." Coach
Levine said.
Without their injured players.
Rich MiCallef and Rick Davis,
Brook Iyn took Baruch down to
the wire on Friday, February 26
and lost by only three points.
Coach. Levine used tight full
'court pressure on Brooklyn's
guards and urged aggressiveness
to the Statesmen which pushed
Baruch to victory. .. We will have
to stop Phillips. V ickers, and
Keith Williams. Defense has
been our strong point all year
and that's going to tell the tale in
this g~rne.'· Coach Levine said
before the game.
After the first half. Brooklyn
led 23-17 on the basis of Danny
Brown's six points and Baruch's
poor shooting from the field. Mil-
ler had just two points in the
first half. "We were stymied by
Brooklyn in the first half as a re-
sult of the defense that they used
,,-.
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